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Artist’s Statement
Christopher Baumer
To tell the story of how I came to be a writer, I must first tell the story of how my father
never became the pen-and-ink artist that he should have been. He was—and in many ways, still
is—a natural talent, one of those individuals that can pick up a broken crayon or blunt piece of
chalk and doodle actual artwork on restaurant menus and sidewalk concrete. He drew
prolifically as a young man, but then became caught up in “real” life and put his pens down. He
became a blue collar tradesman in order to support a growing family. Now in his fifties, my
father often wonders what he might have done with his art had he pursued it.
This wondering, this longing, is what led me to become a graduate student in a creative
writing MFA program. I was always an avid reader as a child, and I breezed through my writing
courses in high school and undergraduate courses. But it wasn’t until I spoke with my father
about the emptiness that he felt in regards to his (dead) artistic career that I realized that I was
headed down the same path. I had already been making excuses for why I was done with
school, for why I didn’t have the time to read often, for why I didn’t have the time to pursue the
craft of writing. Had I listened to those excuses, had I allowed them to control my fate, then I
would surely have ended up an old man wondering what could have become of my writing
potential.
And so, instead of wondering, I’m here. And: I’m writing. I entered this MFA program
unsure of what I wanted to write about. My application consisted of some random essays that
took on a very generic five-paragraph format. It was all that I knew. It took the entire first year
of the program—time spent learning that I could create without constraint, that I could make
art that didn’t follow a formulaic structure—for me to begin to feel comfortable with my
knowledge and my abilities. It took that whole first year to fight off the feeling that I was an
imposter in the world of writing. But: once I understood that I am a legitimate and real writer,
that I have the abilities to wear that title with pride, I found that I did have stories to tell. I
wrote pieces about my experiences overseas. I wrote pieces that explore some of the darker
familial relationships that I have. I wrote pieces that venture into the landscapes that I grew up
in. My writing quickly became about memory, and the experiences that shape us.

Throughout this exploration, I was simply trusting the process of becoming an artist.
There was no real plan or set destination. Rather, I allowed myself to be a sponge and tried to
soak up techniques and methods of storytelling that appealed to me. My writing style went
from five-paragraph format to a style that deals mostly in short form. Because I’m writing about
difficult experiences and distant memories, and also because those things are slippery and hard
to pin down, I’m currently utilizing a style that lives in a hybrid place. It’s still mostly narrative,
but often dances within the realms of poetry and lyricism. Many of my pieces are two pages or
less. These flash pieces, these vignettes, they are similar to how Lydia Davis writes, or to how
Abigail Thomas writes. Still, while my writing is somewhere in their realm in terms of length and
collaged structure, it deals with worlds and environments that are quite different than what I’ve
found in their works.
In the last year, I have been invigorated with this idea of incorporating poetic techniques
into many of my pieces. As my thesis has pushed more towards a hybrid work, some of these
techniques evolved naturally while others were intentional revisions to highlight what I’m
doing. For example, “We Weren’t Ready” utilizes anaphora (the deliberate repetition of the first
part of the sentence in order to achieve an artistic effect) throughout the piece in order to give
weight to the idea of the title line and its implications for both the Marines and the civilians
that are trapped within a combat zone. The piece becomes a chant, a mantra that burns into
the brain of the reader.
In the same vein, yet executed in a more delicate way, “The Desert Is” was written
heavy-handed in figurative language. The entire piece describes the desert only through the
mechanism of comparing the landscape to other, unrelated objects. The piece is almost
baroque in how it utilizes metaphor in every. single. line. Despite this choice, the final line
intentionally deviates from all of this imagery and forces the reader to stop and think about the
blackness that is the desert at night, and what that means in true, physical space as well as in a
symbolic nature.
Much of my work also employs assonance and consonance to achieve a lyrical quality
within the prose. This can sometimes come across subtle enough as to not be noticed, but even
without realizing it the reader’s eyes and ears pick it up as they read. Part of this influence

happens organically, it’s part of my natural writing style. Yet, on a line by line level, there are
many times that I intentionally use this assonance and consonance to strengthen lines. A
handful of examples of this intentional choice can be found in “The Stories I Tell Them”. In just
that one two-page piece, the following phrases are all used: “cuts through the canyons, creates
a gorge”, “a run of rolling hills”, “more fable than fact”, “little by little, the moments that I’ve
lived” and “my stories of the wild west, and together we daydream of better worlds”. While
these might not seem like much in the context of an excerpted line, I’ve found that the use of
three or more words that share sounds within a single sentence helps the reader to bounce
through the piece. The reader is able to maintain momentum because the repeated sound hits
them on a musical level.
While I claim that the use of assonance and consonance are part of my natural writing
style, I would be remiss to not acknowledge that many of my authorial inspirations come from a
mixed narrative/poetry background. Denis Johnson is most well-known for Jesus’ Son, but he
began as a poet and has published multiple poetry collections. Nick Flynn is most well-known
for his memoir work in Another Bullshit Night in Suck City and The Ticking is the Bomb, but
those works give away the fact that Flynn also writes a good deal of poetry. Brian Turner’s My
Life as a Foreign Country is the book that is probably most similar to mine in terms of mixing
forms and tone while describing combat and familial experiences and the book that gave me
the final nudge to try a hybrid structure was Michael Ondaatje’s The Collected Works of Billy the
Kid. I initially came upon all of these authors through their narrative work, without any idea on
first read that all of them have strong backgrounds in poetry. I believe that this influence has
become more obvious as I have navigated this MFA program, and also believe that their
influence will continue to grow as my writing develops further.
Another technique that I have used on more than one occasion is the extended
metaphor. In “Mother (A Poem)”, I have used planets and elements of the solar system to
further describe the relationship between my mother and I. This choice was made to make a
relationship that is quite close to me personally more universally relatable. The use of
astronomy language adds to the poetic nature of the work and also gives it a tone that would
be difficult to attain had I used strict narrative. Likewise, in “Suicide Sermons” I have used an

image from an Ezra Pound poem (the wet black bough) as a constant comparison to the
relationship between my brother and I. Again, this helps the reader to relate tonally to a subject
that is very close to me personally. Both of these pieces are attempting to tell my stories while
also encouraging the reader to understand that these are some universal themes and struggles
that I’m dealing with.
While writing these pieces, which are nearly all just short vignettes, I stumbled upon the
realization that what I’m writing about is not two or three separate, unrelated worlds. I’m not
telling military stories and also home stories and also landscape stories. In each of them, I’m
telling stories of home or stories of belonging. I didn’t grow up in a single home that I refer to as
my childhood home. I’ve moved around many times, inside and outside of the military. Because
of this, the land surrounding me has always been my home. As a child, it was the river. When I
was in the military, it was a desert landscape. I’ve always been on the move, which means that I
have no set home and yet I’m also comfortable being at home anywhere.
With this newfound lens in which to view my work through, it comes as no surprise that
I might be searching for a meaning—or at least a footing—in all of this. I haven’t found it yet,
and my work reflects that uncertainty as I have begun a thesis that, while not yet finished, gives
the impression that we cannot land comfortably in one place for too long. There is no clear
timeline to how my thesis is structured. Instead, I jump from present to past and also from first
to second to third point of view, despite the narrator almost always being myself. I want the
reader to feel disoriented, as myself and many veterans have—not just in the combat zone but
also at home, after “real life” is resumed.
The reality is: there is no real life. And also: it’s all real life. There’s not that much
difference between waiting to be blown up in the desert and waiting for a mother’s alcoholism
to flare up and waiting for a brother to kill himself through drug use and waiting for whatever
else may come. I, my narrator, the second person use of “you”, the third person use of “the
Marine”: they are all the same. They are creatures of observation, waiting for what comes next.
In the writing, much of my workings remain encapsulated within my head, and the work
reflects this. These are not stories about a dramatic shift in personality for the primary

character(s). Rather, these are stories about (as one of the pieces is titled) “What Happens
When Nothing Happens”.
So if I’m offering you an unfinished product, then what am I really offering you? I’m
giving you a thesis that demonstrates my personal evolution from an insecure novice to a
confident writer able to make choices about what my writing is doing and why. I no longer read
a book like Brian Turner’s My Life as a Foreign Country or Tim O’Brien’s The Things They Carried
and feel awestruck at how these books make me feel. I’m still impressed by the works, sure, but
I can now—thanks to this MFA program—tell you why. I know what techniques they are using
and what structural choices they have made to deliver a complete book, and can see myself
getting to a place in which I’m using these techniques and strategies to craft my work as well.
I mention Turner and O’Brien because (as I mentioned earlier with Turner’s work) they
are the closest that I’ve read to what I’m doing with my writing. The Things They Carried is on
the shortlist of most well-loved military nonfiction, and contains some of the symbolism and
poetic elements that I want my work to demonstrate as well. I thought that this work would be
my Bible in crafting my thesis, but then I came across Turner’s My Life as a Desert Country.
When I read this book, I was unaware that Turner was a poet. Even without that knowledge, it
becomes obvious within the text quite early on. Like Turner, I aspire to treat my stories of
military experience with tenderness and a consideration of the language used, but I want to go
even further with it.
I’m writing about a winding maze named memory, and it’s a maze that gets further
convoluted when buried beneath the fog of time and the rubble of trauma. I’ve done my best
to venture backwards in time through traumatic experiences and tell you my stories with
vulnerability and honesty. As you read this thesis, please remember that it is currently an
unfinished work that I believe still encapsulates everything that I intend the finished product to
be. It’s intentionally scattered; I’m giving you pieces of memory and me and the life I live. I’m
giving you stories, but in each piece I’m really trying to give you a mood, a feeling. It’s
sometimes messy, but it’s always mine.
I give you: Shrapnel.
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Shrapnel:
A collection of moments
by Christopher Baumer

He was wounded and they remembered him long enough to take
the shrapnel out of his chest—they said they took it out but they
never showed it to him and he felt it still in there, rusted, and
poisoning him—and then they sent him to another desert and
forgot him again.

- Flannery O’Connor, Wise Blood -
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Sometimes you sit inside of your vehicle
for five days straight. You stay there for
eight days, ten, twelve. You don’t leave
your vehicle for two weeks. Everything you
do–every thought, every meal, every
bodily function–happens right there inside
of that confined space. There are others
with you in the vehicle, so the first day or
two isn’t terrible, but by the third or fourth
day you are all out of jokes, all out of
stories, all out of patience. You need air.
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The Stories I Tell Them

“Tell me again,” says Amaro. He’s from Brooklyn, says he joined the Marine Corps at twentyeight to get away from the streets, but some of us think that “the streets” might actually mean
his crazy baby mama. I’m leaning against the wheel of a busted-down Engineer Equipment
Trailer when I hear his voice.

“Tell me again,” he says. “about the trees.” On our last convoy together, we took turns
describing what we liked best, what we missed most, about home. Amaro’s best were the pizza
by the slice at Paulie Gee’s, the asphalt courts at Kaiser Park, his blacked-out Denali. I told him
about the river, the untamed stretches of the Upper Rogue, the way that it cuts through the
canyons, creates a gorge. The sound of white water crashing against rock. And the trees. I told
him about the trees.

Back at Leatherneck, Velasquezmartinez Googles the Rogue River. We call him V17 because
there’s seventeen letters in his last name. He comes to me with his laptop open, and says, “Tell
me you don’t live here, Baumer.” I recognize the blue waters edged by Douglas Fir. A lone tree
stands much taller than the rest, and in the top I can make out the outline of an osprey nest.
V17 watches me scan the picture, listens to me describe a rafting trip I took there, where I
witnessed a bald eagle pull a salmon from the waters. When I’m done, he tells me, “That shit’s
not fair, man.”

Another time it’s Friddle. He’s from Nebraska. He points to the horizon. “What are we talking,
like them out there?” There’s a run of rolling hills straight ahead of us, shimmering in the hot
air. I shake my head and look at him. “No, man. Mountains.” I take my hand and flatten it out,
motion upward at a forty-five-degree angle. “We’re talking elevation.”

Arroyo is from Jersey. He asks me what kind of animals I have back home in Oregon. I start
listing them off as they come to me: deer, elk, bear, cougar. When I get to steelhead, his eyes
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widen. He tells me how back home—his home, in Jersey—he can’t fish any rivers. He fishes a
canal that is spotted with floating debris. Trash. Potato chip bags, beer cans, stuff like that. He
says that he catches fish that he can’t eat. They are all ugly and coated with white lumps, so he
throws them back.

Other guys, they ask too. About where I’m from, the places that I’ve grown up. But each time I
tell these stories, they become less real to me, more fable than fact. The waters that were mine
belong to everyone now. In the middle of this flat desert, it’s not just me dreaming of
mountains coated in pines. Maybe the guys think they are helping me to remember, but with
each telling, the details become more automatic, more mechanical. Someone asks and I spit the
story out through dry, cracked lips and I’m reciting a script more than I’m seeing home. The
reality of where I live, the way that it makes me feel, is lost.

Little by little, the moments that I’ve lived fade away. The smell of Douglas fir early in the
morning, the sight of sunlight peeking through branches. The rush of white water. Flowers
lining the banks. I forget that these images once surrounded me. I’m fantasizing right along with
them.

But they need this more than I do.

That’s what I tell myself. They come from concrete, or flatland. They come from polluted
harbors, smog-coated cities. So I tell them my stories of the wild west, and together we
daydream of better worlds.

Better places than this.
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Six Years

I’m in a Fred Meyer when I get the call. It’s Master Sergeant Thomas, I know it from the caller ID
before I even answer. I know what this call will be about, and so does my wife. We’ve been
together for my entire time in the service. I tell my wife that I’m going to look at the shoes. I tell
her that I’ll meet up with her in a few minutes.

I’d been waiting for this call for six years. For six years I’d gone to drills, crossing the country for
training that had me building walls in Arizona, supporting a deploying artillery unit, serving as a
marksmanship instructor on rifle ranges, again building walls in Arizona, building schools in
Trinidad & Tobago, again supporting a deploying artillery unit.

We, the reservists in Oregon, had been told a handful of times that it would be our turn soon.
That our training wasn’t for nothing, that we would get the chance to sharpen our teeth where
it really counts. In the desert. After six years I’d started to lose faith. I’d hear the rumors that
another deployment wave was coming and I’d make my plans as usual. We weren’t going
anywhere.

Six years, and when the call finally comes I’m wandering around a bunch of shoes in a big box
store, my wife on the other side of the building shopping for dishwashing detergent and two
percent milk and couch throw pillows like next month would be the same as this month, like
our lives weren’t about to change. As Master Sergeant Thomas tells me where we were going—
Helmand province, southern Afghanistan—I feel the cushion on a pair of flip flops. While
Master Sergeant Thomas tells me when we’re going—a couple weeks, tell your family now—I
run my fingers over a pair of black chukkas.

Six years I’d waited for this call. This was the real one.
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When I hang up, I look around the shoe department. I’m the only person here. I can hear the
lights overhead buzzing in my ears, can smell the rubber soles of the footwear that surround
me. My mouth is dry; I can feel my tongue rough against the roof of my mouth. I think about
when the best time will be to tell my wife. I think that immediately is likely the only answer
she’ll be happy with.

I wander the store looking for her and find her in the makeup department. She knows before I
say anything. Six years of waiting, six years of false alarms, meant that we had prepared for this
moment many times before.

When she wraps her arms around me, I see what she has recently put in the cart. Balls of soap,
or lotion maybe, that dissolve into bathwater. They are meant to relax, to be an escape at the
end of a long day of work, but because they fizz violently and churn the bathwater they are
called bath bombs. Next to these is an assortment of lipstick that advertises EXPLOSIVE COLOR.
According to the package, this lipstick is sure to knock the boys dead.
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I sent home a body
bag. For some reason
I thought that it would be neat,
a unique souvenir, but now
it sits in in a plastic bin
in my garage. In the right crowd,
it can be fun to mention that
I possess one. For the most part
it just takes up space.
What am I going to do
with a body bag?
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Inventory

Wait. It’s time for a movement. It’s time for a list. You’ll be gone for three days. Bring: two pairs
of boots, three sets of desert combat utilities, three pairs of socks, six drawers, six green
undershirts. Other things that you probably won’t need but it’s all on the list so you pack it
anyway, you stuff everything into a sea bag and drag it along. These clothes, this fabric, it’s all
that you have left. One set of dog tags, to be worn around your neck.

If this isn’t your first convoy, pack for twice the number of days that they tell you to. Map the
route, trace the roads with your finger, get from base A to base B with all of your limbs. Run a
spare dog tag through the laces of your left boot. The story is: the boot tag is for when you get
blown up. It’s for that moment when your head and your chest and your insides all become
separated, but you can still be identified by your foot. Except we only laced a tag through the
left boot, never the right.

Wait. It’s time for a list. You’ll be gone for weeks. Bring: one flak jacket (with armor plate
inserts), one Kevlar helmet, one pair of ballistic goggles, one pair of gloves. Two tourniquets.
One Individual First Aid Kit, to be used only on yourself. If someone else is wounded, you always
use the items from their kit first, dressing the victim’s wounds with the gauzes and bandages
that had been at their hip through patrols and firefights. Bring QuikClot, a powder that
cauterizes burns, stops the bleeding but scars terribly. It’s a last resort. All this way, you cling to
the idea that somehow you’ll get through whole.

Wait. It’s time for a movement. Take your stuff outside. Get into a formation and spread your
items out on the ground. Hold them up one by one as the Convoy Commander calls them off.
Repack the gear after he’s done naming things. You’ll be gone for seven months. Bring: your
one rifle and six gray magazines and one-hundred-eighty rounds, put these items on and across
your body and wait to be inspected. Get into your vehicle and leave the wire.
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Then: Wait to move into the explosion that scatters these things you brought.
After: You’ll be gone for years, trying to put everything back into order. You’ll spend years
trying to get things back into lists, waiting for things to make sense.
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Suicide Sermons

I’m waiting for my brother to die.

The call will come, if not this year then the next. The one after that. My father’s voice will
tremble through phone lines. My body might rush with adrenaline, shock taking over. It might
follow with the jagged break that comes from young ones dying in the wrong order.

Or: it might not. I’ve been expecting the news for two years now, and maybe I’ve been numb
long enough that whatever in me would break with my brother’s death has been broken for a
long time already. Two years, with him bad off enough for me to be just waiting for a tragedy.

I think of an Ezra Pound poem, the one that talks about petals on a wet black bough.

My brother is addicted to pills, meth, heroin; I fear for my brother’s slow murder of himself. I
still sometimes look at my brother and see a blond bowl cut. I still see a kid wearing our
grandfather’s fishing waders that are four sizes too big.

What he is, it’s not what he was.

The storm on the horizon hasn’t yet arrived but I can smell the wet coming. I can see it riding its
black horse across the desert and into our lives. A black bough, and the rains are moving quick.

But for now: I try to take solace in petals. Moments when I wonder if my brother might save
himself. He shows up to a city-league softball game and makes solid contact with the ball rather
than striking out with a lethargic swing. Even when healthy he could never run fast, I watch
nervously as he trots towards first base, a goofy giddy up that my dad affectionately equates to
a wounded giraffe. The next batter comes to the plate; my brother is easily thrown out on a
routine ground ball. I’m quickly reminded: he was never going to make it home anyway.
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That’s the part that eats at me: he will never make it home. I talk to him and every response is a
deflection. None of our talks will amount to anything. I’m still going home to my wife and my
sons after the game; he’s still going to his car to eat a pill or breathe in fumes or stick a needle
in his arm.

We can look for the sermon in the suicide, but there’s nothing religious about a 1996 Ford
Ranger and a 24-year-old that is staring into his own abyss, no desire to look away.

He steals from our father’s business in order to fund his habit.

Thousands of dollars in tools, equipment, even company checks with forged signatures, all
moved to pawn shops or personal accounts. I want to kick the shit out of him. I see him
infrequently at the family events that he shows up to, always 45 minutes late and glazed over,
or I see him at the softball games. I’m fantasizing about smashing him up against the chain link
fence that lines the outfield, breaking him. Mentally or physically, it doesn’t matter. I want to
spit whenever he is around. Anger is my addiction. My brother seeks to escape uncomfortable
situations, an uncomfortable life, by altering his perception of it—I choose to burn it to the
ground. I can’t say that either of us has it any more figured out than the other.

I don’t try to save him anymore; I don’t try to sneak life lessons into our conversations. We talk
about meaningless things, the new flavor of energy drink that the minute market is carrying or
the latest superhero movie. Most of the time, he’s nodding off before we get five minutes into
it. Our relationship is a waiting game.

Him: waiting for the next chance to get high.
Me: waiting for him to die.

It’s a wet black bough, it always has been. I’m just waiting for the petals to fall to the ground.
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Rain

There were times that it rained.

The heat would pull back just a little and fat, warm drops would fall from the sky. They would
thump heavy against the ground and the brown sand would darken in splotches. We would
keep driving or working as the rain came down. We would listen to the drumming against the
cabs of our trucks or our construction equipment; we would look towards the sky, smiling, as
the droplets hit firm against our skin and mixed with sweat.

Other times, we would be pushing dirt into walls. Dozers drawing lines with the sand and frontend loaders filling cubes of hesco to be stacked like lego bricks, a makeshift fortress defense
appearing in a matter of hours. Thousands of pounds of gear and steel tracks digging into the
sand would meet a forgotten mine from decades before, from when the Russians were the
enemy and not us, and the pressure between the gear and the mine would trigger something
long sleeping. Sand and rock would fly into the air, parts of a bulldozer too, maybe pieces of
wire or chunks of wooden pallet. All of these parts and pieces would rain down on anyone
nearby. We would look down or away, keeping the tops of our Kevlar helmets towards the rain.

More often than not, we would have convoys driving from one base to another. Vehicles would
be stretched for a mile, flatbed trucks and high-back 7 tons and steel-plated MATVs and heavy
MRAPs. There would be men with guns or bazaars with too many people to track or kids with
water jugs filled with everything or nothing at the same time. Sometimes there would be none
of these, but there would still be bombs in the earth. A trailer would hit one and a wheel would
be lost. A truck would hit one and a month’s supply of MREs would be gone. A MATV would hit
one and a chopper would be called in, but only after the ground gave way to the force and all of
the earth needed to make a crater would be thrust up and out, landing in sprays or scattering
across the hoods and roofs of the vehicles in front and behind. It would rain screams, rain
shouts over the inter-convoy radios. Sometimes, it would rain tears.
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Once in a while, the sun would be pounding against our bodies and the desert would be quiet
save for the throbbing in our heads. We would be working inside the wire, stacking hesco
frames and engineer stakes and pallets of concertina wire when a scream would streak through
the empty sky. In a matter of minutes there would be missiles, leaving our base for destinations
unknown, raining down upon enemies with no faces.
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An hour goes by. And then another.
I’m standing in the turret. My legs are
numb. I have given up on wiping the gun in
front of me.
If this was supposed to be an ambush,
someone got cold feet a long time ago.
I can feel my lungs filling with sand. My lips
crack and the blood dries before it can
form droplets.
Over the radio, I hear someone say: get
ready.
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We Weren’t Ready for the Children

We weren’t ready to see them standing against mud walls or sitting on hard-packed dirt while
men and women scattered at the sight of our trucks. For them to stand watching us as we
rolled through. They held sticks or rusted metal cans, plastic bottles filled with brown liquids.
Their clothes, thin and torn. They wore earth-caked pants. Dresses that once might have twirled
in the air but not here.

We weren’t ready for the children and how they played in ditches, as much play as they were
allowed while still filling jugs with muddy water and carrying them home, water to be drank and
bathed by.

We weren’t ready for them to beg us for food when our trucks were stopped. Their small hands
moving from their mouths to their stomachs while they stood near enough for us to see the
callouses on their bare feet, the trails through the dirt on their faces made by sweat or tears.

We weren’t ready for the children, or for when we got lost at night and our trucks had to turn
around near their homes. We weren’t ready for them to come running with dust rising behind
and the moon up above. When they came too close we brought out green beam dazzlers,
flashlights with lasers. Lasers to discourage the children, to slow the children down, to induce
vomiting and temporary blindness. The dazzlers were to be used in Escalation of Force
procedures, to stop men in vehicles laden with explosives by shining the beams through their
windshields, and into their eyes.

We weren’t ready for our willingness to use them on the children.

We weren’t ready for the children to run alongside the trucks and reach for steel handles or
canvas straps, shielding their eyes from the beams but still looking, always looking, for a place
to hang on. They knew where on our trucks to step, where to climb.
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We weren’t ready for the children but there had been convoys before us. The children knew to
feel for the wing nut that held our air filters in place, to twist it until the round metal covers fell
to the dirt. To pull the round filters, the size of a small wastebasket, from the sides of the
trucks, jump to the ground with them hugged to their chests.

And run. Run through the fields, in and out between our trucks, the children weaving their way
home because at the end of each day, we took the filters out and knocked the piles of dirt from
their pleated ribs. Without them the engines of our trucks would gum up with grime, cylinders
and valves would fill with dirt.

There was a lot of dirt.

We weren’t ready for the children, or to realize that they knew what they were doing, they
knew how badly our trucks needed the filters. If they didn’t fully know, they knew enough to
listen to their fathers who cursed us for leaving deep tire tracks running through their fields, us
choosing to about-face a convoy in that wide span of dirt because it was the only place we
knew they didn’t plant bombs.

We weren’t ready for the children, and we couldn’t stop the children from swarming us. We
were armed with M16s and .240s, .50 cals that could cut a man in half with three rounds but
we couldn’t open fire unless we were shot at first.

We weren’t ready for the children that ran toward us with bare chests and tangled hair, their
mothers or their fathers watching through windows or from rooftop ledges.
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Mother (A Poem)

My mother has a notebook—she bends the cover back and makes an ordeal out of blue ink
against white paper. She clears her throat and I instinctively mute the television but I’m already
aware of tiny hands circling a watch face, their glacial movements pulling me under while my
mother begins to speak. We’ve been here before, me in my chair and her on the couch across
from me, so I count the fake knots in my fake hardwood flooring. Truth is: there have been too
many circlings of the sun for me to muster the strength and I already know that this isn’t about
me anyway. These comings and goings, they are comets streaking through our respective
blackness but whether the burning is in the arrival or in the fading away I have yet to find out.
This is not a matter of the day versus the night: our planets are scattered among different
galaxies; they always have been.

These are the things I say (in my head, to convince myself) while my mother reads from her
notebook. Her voice trembles and we share a glance at the tissues on the table between us,
neither wanting to be the first to break out of character. For her to complete the ninth step (I
think it’s the ninth, I haven’t been paying attention) she must ask for forgiveness. The notebook
turns, rotates so that the words written in blue are no longer upside down to me, and bullet
points count off the times that she slept the afternoon while I made myself honey sandwiches,
the times that I walked home because she remembered the way to the bar but not the way to
my school, the time that I was (wrongly) accused of drinking the vanilla extract for the trace
alcohol.

I smirk. I point to one of the bullets—it reads: for whipping you when you lost The Odyssey—
and, with blood pounding beneath my skull, remind her that it was she, not I, that lost the
book. I pick up the shift in how she holds her jaw, the way that the hope drips from her eyes
and scrambles down her cheeks, but there’s only death inside me: our spinning worlds have
always twisted upon different axes.
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On the (still) muted television I watch a basketball game enter halftime and I’m already this far
underwater so I dive deeper and ask: what does that script say my next line is supposed to be?
Her eyes to the floor, heart to the floor, power shifts through decades and I’m gaining
momentum, losing control, my mouth bending space into words that sound like: you come here
and guilt me into erasing years, you need step nine to get to step ten, like I don’t have a choice?
She’s crying and I remember the second abusive stepfather, the one that once slapped me
across the face for turning his car radio off, the one that I planned on beating with a metal rod
from a folding chair but I didn’t.

And now I’m thinking about beatings, the comings and goings of the different faces that a
beating can wear.

…

Three decades as the child of an alcoholic, and I guess my time as that child isn’t yet complete,
but I sit here and look out the front window of my living room while my mother weeps and I see
the suburbia—tiny fences and trimmed hedges and cookie cutter floorplans—I had always
viewed as everything she is not. There has been a shift: I am the s(o)n and the s(u)n both,
watching a weathered planet fight the pull of an ever-expanding universe, and so I take the
notebook and look at bullets once more.

I see that my mother has used the wrong form of “to” in one of them. I linger on the twentysecond bullet, one that speaks to boxed wine and locked bedroom doors, dusk shifting to
darkness while a child tucks himself away to bed. She has hyphenated nighttime and so I hold a
moment longer before release, unsure if that’s an error. The bullets melt together, they say,
“missed your basketball game” and my eyes catch the phrase “didn’t pay the gas bill” and the
words jump from the page, “screamed, screamed, screamed.”
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A door at the end of the hallway squeaks tight in the jamb and I put the notebook down as my
son shuffles into the room, risen from his nap. The notebook is open so—though he is barely
three years old and cannot read—I feel the need to flip the notebook closed and turn it face
down, the tan of the cardboard backing matching the color of the couch that my mother sits on.
It blends in, an asteroid lost among the black, but I can see it because I’ll always see it, from this
day forward, the list of neglects that I’m supposed to forget through the practice of
acknowledging them over again, all these years later. This notebook, a one-course spiral with
wrinkled pages washed in blue writing, I’ll think of it often. Outside, the sky does that thing
when the sun tucks behind the clouds and the world goes unnatural for a beat before the fiery
orb crawls from behind the screen and gets back to work.

Am I the shade or the shine? As my mother takes a tissue and pats the place where her mascara
would be, I realize that I’ve been many things.

I’ve been here before, I’ve been here before, and my feet are tired of the same old dance. True
or false: orbits continue on their same path, even if the sun forgives them of their attraction to
the flame, even if it doesn’t. What I’m trying to say is that years can fly by and children can
grow to have jobs repairing furnaces and military careers laced with ribbons and medals and
families of their own that they are left to figure out how to raise because there was never
anything stable to model this all after, and maybe that’s how a request for forgiveness can
come across as self-serving.

A crooked grin slides across my lips and I recognize that old feeling of je ne sais quois, in which I
have become a cynic in re: to what the stars can tell us. But if the universe is ever-expanding
then isn’t it true that the planets are constantly falling away from each other? My mother and I
now sit in silence, nothing and everything left to say, and I think: all those years ago spent in the
same four walls, maybe we were just too close to approach this with reason. Our orbits collided
often, both of us spinning reckless into our own overlapping voids.
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I spent much of my time in my room, dreaming of worlds that never existed. An open window
and fields of wheat rippling beneath a black daytime sky. The black beckons, and while I keep a
small light burning close, that same black will always follow me through days and dreams.

A quiet refrain: Forgive many things in others; nothing in yourself.

There is no
More slow softening, a potato rolling over coals until steam splits it open. And I think: maybe it
is time to let the past die. When my mother was forty-five I was twenty-eight and it had then
already been more than a decade since she threw me out after a box of wine. We change
houses, we change roles, but we wear our grudges like wedding rings. I’m not the worst, I’m
not the first, but I have been the quiet child trying to fill an adult body more than I’d like to
admit. There’s a term for that, for the way that one never feels grown enough even while in the
presence of one’s alcoholic mother. Though what that term is, I cannot recall. I think about the
first time that I understood what was happening, the first time that our planets fell into similar
orbits and we rounded the same sun and I saw her as a child herself, trying to make sense of
the universe in which we spin.

“How will I know?” This is a question for my mother. This has always been the question for my
mother.

There have been many apologies: some have had notebooks, like this one, while others have
come while pulling into the gym parking lot well after my game had ended or while picking up
broken pieces of dinner plate; I have heard the words tumble and crash until they pile at my
mother’s feet and I wonder if she will remember that they are there before she trips over them
once again.
My grandfather (when he was alive) would plead for early-twenties me to call her and check on
her. I had a cheap Nokia phone, one that ran on calling cards and a predetermined number of
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minutes, but only on outgoing calls, so I’d hold my phone late into the night and (sometimes)
hope that she would call, or (sometimes) hope that she wouldn’t.

My mother waits for me to accept/reject her apology and my shirt feels baggy on my shoulders
and my pants feel loose around my waist and my feet bounce around inside my shoes; I’m an
adult but I’m playing dress-up again. I look at the list again, the bullet points. I turn the page
and there are even more bullets—I’m hurtling through the atmosphere, my vision blurs. Every
time that I think I’m past all of this, she brings it back around.

I’m in the fourth grade and I come home from school to an empty house because my mother is
at a bar called the Purple Parrot. Should a kid, at nine years old, know this? The universe is
edged in black, it’s pinpricks of light howling through the empty, it’s all flashes that stutter and
stop. I try not to think about these things.

And this is what I do: ignore the sobbing mother, fixate on the ether. Even our brightest stars
have a shelf life, the hottest fires finish cold.

Once, through my bedroom window, I saw a man climb into a farm plane and drop chemicals
over the wheat fields. The scent of strawberries and sweet tea, but there’s something missing.

In 2008 I was twenty-five and three years later I would spend a year in the desert; my mother
never once wrote. I want to say that this did(n’t) bother me, but it did(n’t). Can you picture the
young man traveling from one war zone to another, packing his burdens and shouldering them
through the miles? I have written of a mountain that resides in fog, a mountain that never gets
closer and never goes away.

My mother’s eyes are squeezed shut—they open, and fresh tears slide in squiggles down her
cheeks and she gets up and leaves my house. I’m trying to feel for her, but maybe I’m doing it
wrong.
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Outside, it’s getting dark; it’s been dark inside for quite some time.
Outside, it’s getting light; the light doesn’t make it inside.

Hours pass, and then a day. Another. Our planets continue to spin as they ever have, and while
I know that our orbits are fixed I still wait for one of them to fall from the sky, pulled down by a
gravity that doesn’t exist. A pause, and then a question: all these bends, but when does it
break? I’ve made a life of bending my planet around a fiery sun without breaking orbit. What if
gravity takes me instead of her?

I can’t sleep and so I’m up under the stars, stretching words and arranging muscles. Hasn’t this
always lingered—this idea that we are made of the same rough crust, the same molten core?
Of course it has, she’s my mother. Once, after I told my mother that I didn’t mean what I had
said, she only replied, “It is also true that what you said could be.” Drunks are often thought to
be liars, but she is not a liar; she means the words that she says, and also those that she does
not say.

Days after she left my house: we still haven’t spoken but I’m hurtling through seasons, basking
in the sun and feeling new blooms coating the skeletal branches of my bleak world. I dig up the
earth to plant a pink carnation; I water it in erratic intervals.

I wait.

The carnation flowers and I haven’t seen or spoken with my mother since that day, but she will
come back in due time: perennial means “through the years”.

I wait.

Mother—
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I know that this life hasn’t been as bright as you once dreamed.
Outer space is darkness interrupted with light.
Remember that: outer space is darkness, only interrupted with light.
Do all that you can to seek the light; be like the moth, mother. We are caught in separate orbits,
we reside in different galaxies, light years apart. I can sustain life here—and you, there.
I still wear my grudges like a wedding ring, they leave tan lines across my heart, but I’ll try to
remember you as a burning star and not the darkness.
Don’t forget that we can be stars, we can burn, even in the darkness.
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Same Stars

Where I’m at, I can’t call home.

There are no phones here. There are computers, but only at the larger bases and never without
lines of Marines waiting for their turn to send a rushed email. I’ve thought about making up a
reason to use one of the satellite phones—a brick of a phone like it was 1995 all over again—a
phone that can call anywhere in the world, from anywhere in the world. The satellite phones
are supposed to be for emergency use only. A wife goes into labor, a father has a heart attack,
things like that. My wife is not pregnant, there is nothing wrong with her. I don’t use the phone.

One night, I stand in a turret and look out at the horizon. It’s all grays and blacks, sand beneath
shadow. As a game, I close my eyes and count to ten. I open them and see how long it takes to
adjust to the available light. It feels like minutes pass before I am able to see the outline of the
road that we rolled in on, the curve of sand dunes beyond that. Nobody tells you how cold the
desert gets at night.

A different time, back at base, I walk to the showers. They are all being used, so I wander
around the back of the building that the showers are set up in and find a discarded pallet to sit
on. The sun is dropping below the outer wall of the base, placing the lookout posts in dark
silhouette, and the oranges and pinks that make the sky burn, for a moment they remind me of
a quiet night on the Oregon coast. A night before I knew what war looked like. Someone yells
NEXT! on their way out of the showers and I’m pulled back into the desert with a rifle draped
across my lap and feet that are coated in blisters and a twenty-eight-year-old body that feels
forty-eight.

I’m stretched out on the back of a flatbed trailer and looking at the stars. I find some comfort in
the idea that my wife is looking at the same stars that I am, that maybe we are worlds apart
during the day but at night we can silently reset with each other in this way. I’ve been here long
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enough to get comfortable with some of the noises, the booms and the bangs, so I’ve stopped
worrying about long-distance snipers or incoming mortars or convoy ambushes. It makes no
sense, but I’ve adopted the concept that is: if it hasn’t happened yet, then it probably won’t.
And also: if it does, then it does.

It takes me another week or two after this to realize that my wife is not, that she cannot be,
looking at the same stars as I am. We are on opposite sides of the world. My night is her day. In
the morning, our vehicles begin to roll and I’m suddenly nervous all over again.
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The night was clear, it seemed to always be
clear in this region of the desert, and the
stars were many.

The Marine, thinking about lighting
another cigarette, pulled his eyes from the
sky and saw two men standing side by side.
They were five hundred yards away.

He fixed his eyes on the men, and they
fixed theirs on him.
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Fictions and Truths

01.
The kid at the gas station sees my veteran license plates and tells me that he would have joined
the Marine Corps, except that he has bad knees. They wouldn’t let me in, he says. While the
meter on the pump spins numbers, the kid tells me that his dad was a Marine, that his dad
killed people.

Before I can think of a response, an old Chevy pulls up to the diesel pump in front of me. While
the kid gets fuel flowing into it, the driver of the Chevy asks to buy a crate of oil. I watch the kid
with the bad knees go to a stack of boxes and squat down. I watch the kid with the bad knees
lift one of these boxes without much effort at all. The numbers on my pump stop spinning with
a mechanical CLICK. I wait for the kid to come back and hang up the nozzle. He loads the crate
of oil into the back of the Chevy, and comes jogging over to me. Yeah, he says, these shitty
knees kept me from being a killer like my old man.

02.
It’s the first good snow of the year and I’m waiting in the lift lines to get to the top of the
mountain. My pants are olive green; my helmet has hints of a camouflage pattern on the
earflaps. My board is black with an orange rattlesnake decal across the top. It’s not quite don’t
tread on me but it’s suggestive enough. A small man with a wiry red beard is in line next to me,
and he asks if I was in the service. When I tell him yes, he tells me that he spent six years
enlisted.

Army, he says. Infantry. He looks to be in his mid-twenties, but he tells me that he is medically
retired. His injuries from going overseas forced him out of the service. The small man with the
wiry red beard went over there three times and boy, was my command laid back. They told him
to shoot anything that he wanted to. He says that he’s killed many, many people. The small
man with the wiry red beard and the overseas injuries that forced him out of the military, he
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now snowboards all day long in the winter. He knows some killer hiking spots when the
weather gets nice, he’s a real outdoorsman.

03.
The twenty piece nuggets are calling my name so I pull into a McDonald’s drive-in. While I wait
in the line of cars I see a tattered woman with a ragged cardboard sign standing on the curb. In
black Sharpie her sign reads: HOMELESS VETURAN JUST HUNGRY. The woman might be in her
fifties, she might be just a hard thirty. In either case, I can’t get past the way that her sign has
the word “veteran” spelled, so I ask for honey mustard with my nuggets and, yes, that will
complete my order. I leave the parking lot on the opposite side that the woman is standing on.

04.
There’s a new outdoors store where I live, and so I’m in there with a friend looking at guns. He
wants my advice on an AR-15, he’s asking me questions like: Would you get the full-size or just
the sport model? Would you grab a Hogue grip while they’re on sale? Would you possibly have
any leftover thirty-round magazines from when you were in the Marine Corps? Things like that.
On the display case is a Barrett 50-caliber machine gun. The price tag reads $4,950. The clerk
tells us that each round costs five bucks, and I’m thinking about the handful of times that I was
behind a gun just like this and all the belts of ammo that I burned through. Thump-thumpthump. They told us that three rounds placed properly could cut a man in half. I never found
out firsthand if this was true, but I’ve seen videos.

I’m thinking about these turrets in the trucks that I rode in overseas, the guns mounted to the
top of each one. I’m thinking about the way that a gunner feels exposed to snipers with his
head and torso sticking from the top, but also powerful with his hands on a trigger and bullets
the size of small apples stretching from a can onto the feed tray. My friend asks if I want to get
my hands on the Barrett, but I’m good, my hands have done enough. I’m telling him this when
an older guy slides up next to me. He says, I put a lot of rounds through one of these back in the
day. The man is wearing pants with lots of pockets on the sides, a waist band that holds a
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number of gadgets, a hat with Velcro patches on the front and on the sides. He wears a blade
on his hip and sports a scraggly goatee. He repeats himself. Yep, a lot of rounds through one of
these. Back in the day. He looks to be in his late forties, which makes it difficult to place him as
a gunner in any particular war.

05.
I’m playing city-league softball and while I’m standing on second base after hitting a double the
other team’s shortstop asks me if I am in the military. Not anymore, I say. The next batter, my
dad, hits a routine grounder to the shortstop and I’m held at second while my dad gets thrown
out at first. The shortstop, after throwing the ball back to the pitcher, tells me that he was going
to join. Special forces, he says. Maybe a Navy SEAL.

My youngest brother is up to bat and he hits a screamer toward the third baseman. It rides the
white line but the umpire decides it’s on the wrong side of that divide and calls it foul. I jog back
to second base, get my feet set to run again, and the shortstop says to me that he would have
been a killer. I ask the shortstop, What happened? The pitcher lobs another pitch and my
brother hits a ball right up the middle, right back at the pitcher. I take off for third. The pitcher
mishandles the ball and it squirts into the outfield, allowing me to reach home easily. After the
game, in the handshake line, I cross paths with the shortstop once more. Flat feet, he says.
That’s what happened.
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What Happens When Nothing Happens

We are told that this story will be about traveling from the southern reaches of the Helmand
province to Kajaki Dam. It will be about rolling over 115 miles of road that could burst beneath
us at any moment, the weight of our presence possibly triggering a landmine that has lain
quietly for who knows how long. We are told there will be explosives in the earth, buried in ruts
cut by tire tracks, landmines packed with ball bearings and nails and stones waiting for us to
apply pressure. Told this story will be about driving into the desert with our backs towards the
safety of a walled-in base, with our faces towards fear. Of what could happen, what might
happen. Fear of what we might leave behind or, if we’re honest with ourselves, if it might be us
that get left behind. Fear of the unknown.

But even before this story will begin, we are told that there will be blood. We are told that
when we make it to Kajaki Dam, whatever—whoever—is left of us that hasn’t been blown up
will be met with the spray of AK-47 rounds, with the shriek of rocket-propelled grenades, with
the surprise of sniper fire. We are told that in this story, Marines will die.

Then nothing actually happens. The vehicles make it safely to the dam, the only surprise being
when Moulazimis drives too near the edge of a wadi and his trailer wheels catch the edge and
slide down the embankment. We post security, then hook a tow strap to the back end of the
trailer and yank it back to the road. The sand is soft enough that the tires slide without rolling
under. We get lucky: there are no bombs.

None of the vehicles are split by shockwave and shrapnel, forcing us to dismount and load them
onto trailers while we sit exposed, waiting to get shot. Nobody gets shot. The tink tink tink of
small arms fire never dances across the steel of our trucks. Our daydreams are never broken by
the impact of a projectile, a sudden thump bathing us in fire and scattering our brains. There is
never a moment when a Marine in the turret rag-dolls down into the cab of the truck after a
bullet tears through jugular.
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Nothing happens. Except that’s not really true, is it?

What does happen in this story: We are loaded up with gear meant to last for weeks. The plan
is to take Kajaki Dam away from insurgents, to cripple their ability to use it as a place from
which they can send small groups south to pepper our bases with mortars and sabotage our
roadways with explosives. We are told that this is our biggest mission, our defining moment of
the war, the one that we’ll tell our grandchildren about.

And then we drive through dirt and sun and heat to arrive at a dam. To arrive at silence.

The stories we’ll tell our grandchildren aren’t going to be about what happened. They’ll be
about what we thought would happen, about what it feels like to pack a bag with everything
deemed non-essential and then stack that bag with all of the others, a sloppy pyramid of olive
drab canvas gone lumpy with our lives. Bags tagged with our kill number, a code made up of
initials and identification numbers. We all carry patches with our individual kill numbers
stitched in bold brown lettering. By using this number, our mailing addresses can be tracked
down.

Our stories will be about photos of our wives and girlfriends tucked into chest pockets, but only
after being tucked into plastic bags so that our sweat doesn’t ruin them. We’ll talk about
artifacts and talismans, pendants and colored beads. Bullet shells and guitar picks and coins
with our birth year stamped on their faces. Gold crosses and silver shields. Pewter hands
clasped in prayer. These things that we kept around our necks or against our wrists. We’ll talk
about the magic that they carried and the way that, because of them, we avoided touching
down on a pressure plate that would take our legs. About the way that they cloaked us in
shadow as we moved through the night.
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When we tell our stories, they’ll be about the leather journals and the folded envelopes and the
bundle of pens held together by thin rubber bands, the equipment we use to tell our stories
before they’re all forgotten. And they’ll be about the blank pages that are never filled, that still
sit empty on a bookshelf, the moments after we arrive at the dam, after nothing, having left us
searching for words to describe what we felt. How can we explain that we stared death in the
face—how real that felt—if death never truly came knocking? If we never really dodged the
scythe?
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Burnt and Bitter

Food here sucks, you say. It’s all tastes and nothing good. Smells like death.

I stare across the table at you and try to find what remains of the little boy I grew up with. Your
hands bounce all over the table. In another life, maybe the strange rhythms they tap onto the
plastic surface would be a capriccio played on a stage. Instead, you have an audience of one. I
don’t feel like giving you an ovation.

I mean, they tell me go here, go there, you know? Like I can’t even do stuff myself, you say.
These people, it’s like they don’t trust me at all.

I think about the tools that went missing from dad’s shop. Reciprocating saws, air compressors,
battery drills. The copper fittings that slowly disappeared, receipts from the scrap yard found in
your truck. I think about the binder of checks, three per page, separated by a thin perforated
line and backed with carbon paper. I think about the bank calling dad to discuss some
questionable signatures.

You talk to dad? He won’t call me, you say. He doesn’t care. I fucked up, you know? He doesn’t
care, he doesn’t…I don’t know, man.

Your voice trails off as you wrap thin hands around an off-white coffee mug. You stare into the
warm liquid, your face all sunken cheeks and chapped lips, and go quiet. I take a sip from my
own coffee, burnt and bitter, and set the cup back on the table. I lean back, watch you fidget.
The bulky sweatshirt and ribbed beanie you are wearing only make you look more skeletal.
Even with the layers, I notice that you are shaking.
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I wish that dad would, I dunno. I wish he could know just how—how shitty it is here. He put me
here, you say. I was fine. I was going to pay back those checks and he didn’t care, he said it was
this or jail. I don’t care if I never see him again. He said he was done with me.

The clock on the wall ticks loudly. When I look at it I am saddened by how much I want the hour
to be up, so that I have to leave. So that I have to go back outside, where my follow-the-rules
life awaits, and I can forget about my junkie brother. I stand up, give you a hug. Through your
clothes I feel shoulder blades, ribs branching out from knobby spine, and my stomach turns.

I don’t tell you that I went to dad’s for dinner and when he asked about how you are doing, I
heard the tremble in his voice. I don’t tell you that I caught him on the patio, drying his eyes.

I don’t tell you that I still love you.

I lie, say that I can’t wait to see you next week, and then I leave, wondering which of us is the
real monster.
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Sand

I wake up, and it’s there. It’s in my eyes and I can taste it on my lips and when I breathe in I
choke on fine grains as they coat the back of my throat. I stick a pinkie finger in one ear, hear
the grit scrape against skin, and dig out enough for my hearing to feel close to normal. I turn my
head to look around; I can feel it in the folds of my neck. I can feel it drifting from my scalp, and
when I run a hand across my head it showers down in sheets.

My eyes are crusty with it, my nostrils are caked with it, the corners of my mouth. I’ve been
coated, covered in it during the night, coated from the neck up even as I tossed and turned
inside my sleeping bag trying to escape the constant onslaught of a storm—a storm that came
through quickly, sliding across everything behind the howls of a desert wind, and there was
nothing to do but huddle inside my sleeping bag and wait.

Gusts whipped the flaps of my tent up and out, allowing waves of it to come pouring in. One
whole corner of the tent came down, the steel support landing two feet from my head while I
slept. The way I feel now, maybe that would have been merciful. Where I’m at, there’s nobody
not covered in it. There’s nowhere that isn’t dealing with the same dirty air.

I check my rifle and I can’t pull the charging handle back more than an inch. It’s completely
clogged with sand. I look around the tent. To see what I see, picture a snowscape. Fresh powder
piling over the world, smoothing hard edges into soft curves as the flakes stick and build up.

Except: nothing is white here, and the scene is all browns.
Canvas tent, camouflage uniforms, packs to hold gear.

I see a rectangle-shape buried and so I uncover it. It’s green chemlights, the kind that you bend
until they crack, the kind you shake and they glow. I see a lump the size of a Thanksgiving ham,
and when I pull it from the dunes it’s my daypack. I sling my rifle over a shoulder and feel it rest
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against my back. Seven pounds feels comfortable against me now after all these months. I take
my daypack in one arm. I head for a TRAM (a military-grade front loader) and the promise of an
enclosed cab where I can clean my weapon.

Before water against my face,
before clean underwear and socks,
before a bite to eat, my weapon needs to be clean.
It needs to be able to fire.

This base I’m at, it has a berm that only reaches my waist. Across the top, stretched in crooked
lines, is double-stranded concertina wire. The wire has barbs so sharp they could separate flesh
from bone.

Beyond this barrier is open desert. I could see anyone coming from miles out. From the
elevated cab of the TRAM, I use a fine brush to spread sand around on my rifle. Much of it falls
to the floor of the cab, but even after I’ve worked on the weapon long enough to see three
convoys leave the wire, the charging handle still scrapes when I pull it back.

In boot camp, we are taught to use CLP (cleaner/lubricant/protectant) on our rifles. The oily
fluid prevents rust and helps the moving steel of the bolt slide smooth as rounds are fired from
the weapon. Out here, we can’t use the stuff. One drop and the desert will congregate on that
spot, so much sand gunked up in globs that it renders the rifle useless.

A seven-pound club doesn’t provide much protection in modern combat.

There’s sand everywhere. I wonder how I’m going to sleep tonight since my sleeping bag is
filled with the stuff, but only briefly, because I already know that I’ll sleep just fine whenever
and wherever I’m allowed.
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Some of the other guys brought computers with them,
hand-held video games,
portable DVD players.
Many of these gadgets have been broken since the second week we arrived.

I look back to the horizon and see flat desert, rolling hills. The only notable feature is a single
mountain that shimmers in the morning heat, just close enough to see but far enough to have
no real sense of magnitude. I never see it clearly, it’s the kind of mountain that is always off in
the fog, filtered through a haze of sand. It’s this mountain that I picture in the background
when I daydream of the enemy riding over the hills and towards our base.

I imagine watching their silhouettes grow larger as they emerge from the sand,
I imagine the shouting and rushing to posts where heavy guns layered in grit wait to be
unloaded.
I imagine the fight, the gunfire, the blood. But it’s all fuzzy.

I can hear it and I can smell it, but seeing it yields only swatches of color. Earth browns, metal
blacks and grays, blood crimson. It’s abstract, I can’t see detail through all of this sand.
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In 2008 I was twenty-five and three years
later I would spend a year in the desert;
my mother never once wrote. I want to
say that this did(n’t) bother me, but it
did(n’t).
Can you picture the young man traveling
from one war zone to another, packing his
burdens and shouldering them through
the miles?
I have written of a mountain that resides
in fog, a mountain that never gets closer
and never goes away.
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Mail

My wife sent boxes filled with photos of home, pictures of pines and firs, pictures I would lean
against the inside windshield of the vehicles that I took out on convoy. Green forests that I
clung to while I rolled over minefields of sand. She sent candy packed into Ziploc bags. Snickers
bars and Tootsie Rolls and gummy rings in fruit flavors. She sent little toys, green plastic men
and yellow construction equipment with articulating scoops that resembled the armored
equipment that I climbed into each day. These treats, these toys, all to distract me from the
monotony of convoy operations. The photos are tucked away somewhere, the candy is long
gone, and I brought the toys home. My son plays with them now.

I shipped home a knife made from marble. It’s tan, with flecks of browns and whites: the color
of sand. It has Afghanistan engraved across the blade. It’s on a shelf in my office, covered in
dust.

Wayne found a television at the demolition lot on base. The lot was run by Afghan locals, and
so Wayne slipped one of them twenty bucks. Five minutes later, the television was no longer
sitting inside of the chain-link fence that surrounded the perimeter of the lot—it was just
outside the gate, resting in the dirt. Wayne carried it back to his room and a few weeks later his
brother sent him an Xbox. He stayed up all night playing Call of Duty.

A childhood friend sent chocolates filled with liquor. Alcohol is off-limits in Afghanistan,
something that us Marines weren’t happy to find out, so I hid the chocolates in my pack and ate
one each night before I went to sleep. They were small; it would have been impossible to get a
buzz from them. It was more about the novelty of tasting alcohol. Of feeling dangerous, as if
the bombs weren’t doing that enough. There were maybe twenty chocolates, so they took me
through one full convoy and half of another.
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I sent home a body bag. For some reason I thought that it would be a neat souvenir, but now it
sits in in a plastic bin in my garage. In the right crowd, it can be fun to mention that I possess
one. For the most part it just takes up space. What am I going to do with a body bag?

I got letters with nice handwriting on their outsides and glossy photos on their insides. Most all
of us did. Stokes received one from his girlfriend. The envelope was covered in lipstick kisses
and pink marker hearts and stank of perfume. He wouldn’t show us the pictures inside. A
month later, he received another letter. That second one just had his address on the front, no
lipstick and no hearts. Stokes tore the pictures up into tiny bits and threw them into the air
during the next sandstorm.

My dad wrote me a few times. He spent a line or two asking me how things were, then used the
rest of the paper to tell me about all of the things that I’d been missing. He told me how my
brother was the number-one ranked wrestler in the state of Oregon, undefeated going into
districts. A different letter told me about how he lost in the state championship match a few
weeks later.

I bought sodas with Arabic writing on the sides of the cans. The color schemes gave away what
kind of soda each can contained, and I shipped home one unopened can of every flavor I could
find. They are in a cupboard in my kitchen now. I don’t ever look at them.
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Leaving Hot

The first time that he’s shot at, he’s thousands of feet above the ground. The Marine is in an
Osprey, flying from FOB Nolay to Camp Leatherneck, and when he files into the rear of the
helicopter with twenty other Marines the door gunner tells him to hang on, we’re leaving hot.

To imagine an Osprey, picture a propeller-driven airplane that can rotate each prop upward
ninety degrees. The Osprey leaves the ground like a helicopter then, while in the air, rolls each
of the two propellers forward and flies as an airplane does. Taking off and landing, these
actions are done only in “helicopter mode”. This is important because helicopters take longer
than airplanes to get above the reach of small arms fire and RPGs.

Hang on, we’re leaving hot means that the propeller rotation is done at a lower-than-usual
altitude. It is known that hostiles are on the ground.

The back end of the Osprey is open, and it stays open while you fly, so when the Marine hears
hang on, we’re leaving hot he is able to, a few minutes later, watch as the ground pulled away
from him and the forward operating base becomes smaller and then he sees only desert.
Beyond that, he can see the Green Zone where the Helmand River feeds a bank of trees and
plant life as the water winds through the sand.

The Marine is looking at these trees when a flare fires from the rear of the Osprey, the door
gunner sliding out on a rail that leaves him hanging from the back end of the bird, and while the
flare floats behind in pinks and reds the gunner is scanning to the left and to the right. The
Osprey banks hard and the Marine isn’t expecting it. He nearly loses his bag out the open door
except that he had absent-mindedly stepped through one shoulder strap when he first placed it
at his feet. The bag slides, catches against an ankle, then stops.

The Marine’s first reaction is to wonder if it hurts when aircraft smash against the ground.
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They say that your life flashes before your eyes but the only things that the Marine remembers
are the wide mouth of the Marine across from him and the whup whup whup of the propellers
and the gunner searching the ground below, the barrel of his gun silhouetted against the bright
sky.

The Marine didn’t think of his family. He didn’t think of life back home. He thought about the
loaded rifle that was still strapped to his body, the rifle that he had carried for weeks while he
waited to be shot at and when he finally was shot at he was in an Osprey and could do nothing
but sit and wait. He thought about the shift in his stomach as the bird weaved through the air
and he thought about the drone of the engines and their steady (please stay steady) hum.

The gunner never fired. He stayed on his rail, searching, but the Osprey leveled out and so the
Marine sat smelling the leftover smoke from the flare and feeling his heart pound against the
metal plates across his chest. After some time, he heard a voice from somewhere up front,
another Marine saying to nobody in particular: That was fuckin’ awesome.
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Lucky

In the basement of an insurance office, I ask my dad if he has ever been close to death. He is
gluing chunks of PVC pipe to couplings, elbows, puzzling together a condensate drain line for a
furnace. When he hears my question, he finishes the connection that he is working on,
squeezes the white plastic together until blue goo oozes from the fitting, and then says, No, I’ve
been really lucky.

When I was fourteen, my dad took me to a rotted out dock on the river. From our house, we
walked to the end of a dirt road, then through a field of waist-high grasses and wildflowers to
reach the water. Our dog, Charlie, a springer spaniel that had grown ornery and slow in old age,
tried to keep up with us as we walked.

On the dock, we dangled our feet over the edge and stared at the river rushing by. Charlie
trotted back and forth along the bank, lapping at the water or half-heartedly chasing
dragonflies. He was much slower than he used to be. Charlie is sick, my dad would say. It might
be a good time to say goodbye.

The next day, Charlie was gone and my dad went to the river alone. When he came back, he
began chopping firewood. His face was flushed; sweat stung his eyes and made them red.

In the basement, I ask my dad to really think about it, if there ever was a time where he felt
close to death. He laughs a little and repeats himself, No, I’ve been really lucky. He tells me to
run back to the truck for a second pipe wrench so that he can properly tighten a gas valve.

When I was little, my dad would take me to a small gravestone that had a cartoon picture of a
bluebird on it, a child’s picture. Engraved across the flat rectangle on the ground was the name
WESLEY.
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I know now that my dad, when he was just a kid, woke up to his mother screaming. He walked
down the hall and pushed a door open to find her in a heap at the foot of a crib, her arms
cradling a baby. My dad once told me that the baby looked blue, and then he muttered to
himself that maybe he wasn’t blue; maybe that’s just what he has imagined.

We haven’t visited Wesley for many years.

In the basement, I ask my dad if he has ever been close to death. Like in Okinawa or Tijuana or
Iraq, wild places that he spent his invincible years in. He tells me hold this, don’t let it move. He
says that he has to run upstairs and connect some wiring, that I need to shout up at him when I
see lights on the control board glowing.

When I was nearly out of high school, I sat with my dad at my grandmother’s—his mother’s—
house while cancer ate her body. After she was gone, while we waited for someone to come to
her house and take away her body, my dad and I went outside and made a bonfire. He stared
into the flames, shadows dancing in the recesses made by his orbital sockets and his sharp
jawline. He said nothing.

In the months after, I would sometimes call him during the day and get no answer. There were
tissues in the cab of his work truck, used and crumpled, discarded on the floorboards. He began
to look more and more tired.

In the basement, I ask my dad if he has ever been close to death. He is kneeling next to a
furnace, the burners growling softly while a blower motor forces warm air into the building
above our heads. He finishes filling out an invoice while I clean up, then gives me a wink and
says, No, I’ve been pretty lucky.
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Compressed

It’s four years after coming home from Afghanistan, and I’m in a doctor’s office. There’s a white
measuring strip taped to the wall, black lines ticking off in one-inch intervals, each whole foot
marked in red. It’s this measuring strip that I’m staring at while I wait for a nurse to enter the
room to check my vitals. I know that I’ll be told to take off my shoes, to place my heels against
the beige wall and stand up straight. I also know that when I stand in front of the strip, the top
of my head will be right at seventy-four inches. A solid six-foot-two. There will be no doubt, no
chance that I could be mistaken for an inch taller or shorter in either direction. This wasn’t
always the case.

I’ve dug up my old military records, wrinkled pages tucked inside a cinnamon-colored folder. I
can see there were years I was recorded at seventy-five inches, others the seventy-four inches
that I always see now. There’s no pattern to it, no clear reason why my height danced between
six-foot-two and six-foot-three. Maybe it was in how I held my shoulders that day, a sign of how
tight the muscles in my back were or how cognizant I was of my posture. Maybe it was in how I
either stretched or slouched through ribcage, if my knees were locked out or slightly loose. If I
was breathing through my lungs or through my stomach.

Whatever it was, I was sometimes six-foot-two, and sometimes six-foot-three.

The dividing point, the place in time where I ceased to measure in at seventy-five inches, lives
somewhere in 2011. I have a measurement of seventy-five inches in February of that year, the
last time that I hit that mark. Every measurement after is seventy-four.

I spent seven months in the desert that year, seven months with a loaded-down pack on my
back. With a flak jacket lined with steel plates and weighed down even further by bullets and
tourniquets and first aid kits hanging from my shoulders. I walked miles through the dry sand,
fine grain compressed beneath my brown combat boots, a rifle draped across my neck or
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weighing heavy in my hands. Six high-capacity magazines strapped to my chest, each filled with
thirty rounds of 5.56 ammunition. A literal full metal jacket. I remember that these things got
lighter with each passing day, but still they seem so heavy.

For seven months, I carried everything on my body. Everything that was my life, or would serve
to represent my life if it came down to shipping me home in a pine box, was fit tight—
compressed—inside of one olive green sea bag and one tan deployment bag.

I’ve been thinking a lot about compression these days.

I’ve been thinking about my desert time, compressed into seven months. About how the primer
of a bullet is compressed by a firing pin, which causes the primer to produce enough heat to
ignite the propellant, to send the projectile screaming through the air. I’ve been thinking about
the way that matter is compressed by the shockwave of an explosive. How steel or shrapnel is
compressed against skull, or through sinew. I’ve been thinking about my shrunken spine, and
how it once stretched among the space that exists between seventy-four and seventy-five
inches. About how it now sits small, squeezed down by the weight of all that I am responsible
for.
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It’s been four years now, four years since I
came back from the desert but I came back
slowly, in pieces. I was numb for a few
years but then I became a dad and my
world filled with color again. I could feel
the air enter my lungs and I could taste a
Reese’s Blizzard from Dairy Queen and I
could smell the fresh-cut grass and I could
hear that river that I grew up on,

calling me home.
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Chests Pounding, Lungs Rasping

Brother, meet me at the river. Wear those bib waders that belonged to your grandfather; the
ones that were too large for your skinny build but kept the water from your legs all the same.
Bring a plastic box filled with lead weights and treble hooks, bits of yarn and cork balls colored
in neon oranges and pinks. Follow the dirt path around the house that we used to call home. Go
all the way back, until the dirt gives way to what was a field where wildflowers and stiff stalks of
milkweed once grew—this before the river’s edge became a construction zone, a destination
for retirees who only stare at the water from balconies and never swim. The frigid
temperatures keep them bound to the shore.

Brother, meet me at the river. I will be there with two salmon poles leaning against one
shoulder. Remind me how to string a leader, how to set tension on a reel. I’ll be sitting on the
rotted boards of the dock’s edge, where years ago our father told us that our dog was dying.
We were two young boys staring at the water through wet eyes, all that the river has carried:
both to us and away. It’s that same square of dead lumber that is surrounded by living oak,
gnarled bark speckled with the dried husks of cicadas, the shells that they left behind each time
the season changed—and they were reborn.

Brother, meet me at the river. We can wade among the grass-tufted clumps that sprout
between boulders. We can cross the small stream that feeds into the main channel, make our
way to the tangle of blackberry bushes and the warped tree that hangs over a patch of choppy
white foam. If you bring a rope, I’ll bring a board. We can anchor ourselves to a branch and surf
the current, let the force of the water drag us down down downstream until the rope is taut.
With a snap that stretched rope will yank us up and out of the water, back towards the tree.
While our hands still sting from holding to that rough braided line, we will cup the water and
swim; we’ll float with each riffle until we crawl to the shore and lay in the sand, just two
pounding chests, two pairs of rasping lungs.
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Brother. Meet me at the river. We can collect the smoothest rocks and send them sliding across
the water’s surface. Or we can heave them in a slow arc towards the far edge of the divide,
hoping that this time they might land firmly upon the opposite bank, that this time they might
not fall just short with a splash and sink to the bottom.
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Souvenirs

I ship home souvenirs from the desert. Things that I purchase from a merchant at a bazaar,
things that I barter for with the power of my American money. I see the same merchant a
handful of times and, while there are other merchants, I keep going back to this same one
because I can get things from him for the right price. A cheap price. This merchant looks a bit
younger, seems more desperate, than the others. I hold an item up and ask the bearded man,
skinny beneath a flowing silk robe and a hat the color of beets: How much?

I ship home a pair of vases, hourglass-shaped and striped with blues and greys. They are sized
to hold a single flower, maybe enough room to accent with a sprig of baby’s breath. The kind of
vase that you would place in the center of a table for two. To set the mood for a romantic
evening. I buy these vases while covered in sweat and dust, while loaded down with an M4 and
180 rounds of ammunition. Even as the merchant wraps the vases in paper, I’m scanning to the
left and to the right, looking for the enemy even as the merchant takes five dollars for the vases
when his original asking price was forty.

I’m not good at bartering. I hate to haggle; at home I find it disrespectful. Or: maybe I’m just
soft. But here, in the desert, I’m offering pocket money for carved marble. I’m hearing the
asking price and spitting in the dirt before countering. I’m waving bills printed with white men
on their faces beneath the nose of the merchant, the threat of gunpowder and steel backing my
actions. I feel big behind this rifle.

I ship home a mortar and pestle. It will sit behind glass in a faux-rustic hutch that stands against
one wall of my kitchen. The pieces look black from a distance, but when I turn them over in my
hands and use a thumb to wipe the sand from the smooth surfaces, there are white and grey
striations that course through the marble. They look like creamer splashed into black coffee.
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When the merchant sees me, he calls me friend. The word sounds strange coming from his lips,
like he just learned it. It’s two syllables the way he says it. Fah-rend. He asks what I’m looking
for today, what can he help me with. I ignore him, and walk through the rows of his shop. I’m
trying to think about who else I need to get something for, who else for whom I need to bring
back a souvenir from this sandy vacation. As though spending seven months in the desert
praying not to get blown up is something worth commemorating. Something that my father or
my in-laws might want to remember.

When the merchant calls me fah-rend, I become suspicious. It makes me wonder why he wants
my money—my American money—so much. I wonder if he will use the ten or twenty or thirty
dollars that I give him to buy wires and fuses and primers and explosive charges. If my dollars
will fund the wrecking of another vehicle on convoy. If they will fund the next explosive
launched at a truck or at a helicopter, a projectile sent screaming from a shoulder-mounted
rocket launcher. I wonder if my dollars will fund my own death in some way.

I ship home a tan rug. It’s the kind that the locals kneel on when they pray. They all have them,
throughout the day they unroll them and drop their bodies into a ball on the ground, leaning
towards Mecca. I buy one, and stuff it into my pack where it remains for three weeks, until I’m
finally back at a base and can get it in the mail. The rug will end up in my in-law’s living room. I
will place my feet on it every time that I’m over there, sitting on the couch in front of a
television that I’ve only ever seen broadcasting Fox News. Most of the time it won’t even cross
my mind that I bought the rug while on the other side of the world, in a place where I’m still not
sure that we belonged. Most of the time, it’s just a rug.

I ship home a silver ceremonial piece, made for drinking wine. When I find the piece at the
bazaar, it’s coated with sand. It looks dull and worn. Still, the merchant wants seventy dollars
for it. He values it enough that when I offer fifteen he actually scoffs. I try to bluff and walk
away from it, but go back a few days later. I think that I give him twenty-five for it. I ship it
home still dirty.
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Months later, I pull it from a box and shine it up, polish it. The silver now gleams, catches light,
however I turn each piece. It’s made in two tiers: the lower level holds six small cups, the size of
shot glasses. Each of the cups is engraved with bunches of grapes, vines winding in circles
around each round surface. The upper platform supports a larger vessel, the size of a soda can
and bearing identical engravings as the smaller cups. This upper platform has channels grooved
into the silver that correspond with the smaller cups beneath. The idea is that the larger
container is filled with wine and then, when it’s time to drink, it’s poured onto the platform
where the liquid can find the grooves and run in equal measures to each of the small cups.

I’m still not sure what the significance of six cups is, or what occasions would be celebrated. I
would guess a wedding maybe, or the birth of a child. There were times that I pictured men
sitting around a dark table, toasting another mangled vehicle, another explosion. Still, it’s a
beautiful thing, born from the desert. Something that might be worth of a role in my own
celebration someday, but I haven’t gotten around to using it yet.
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Shadows in the Night

I wake to the nudge of a boot in my side. It’s my turn in the gun.

It doesn’t take long to get my gear on; we wear most of it while we sleep. I realize how worn
my body feels while climbing into the turret. After checking the gun, by clearing the rounds
from the feed tray and ensuring that the charging handle is free of grit and slides easily in its
channel, I reload the belt of ammunition and lean back into the cold steel that rises behind me.

There is no moon, but the night sky is dotted with thousands of stars, casting an eerie light
across the desert. My vehicle sits in the middle of the road, on the outermost perimeter of our
makeshift base. Mine are the first set of eyes that would see anyone approaching from this
direction. Below me, protected by armor two inches thick, the others sleep. I have a wife back
home, a family composed of the same success stories and disappointing failures as any other,
but out here I feel completely alone.

Staring into the shadows cast by the stars, my tired eyes register movement. A flash of motion
in my peripheral vision alerts my senses. Yet when I whip my head in that direction, prepared
for men holding RPGs and explosive devices, there is nothing there.

To keep awake, I think about the world that I left behind. All of the things that I cannot be a
part of while living in this desert. I wonder how my wife is doing, and who she shares her fears
with while I am away. I have written a stack of letters, but haven’t been able to send them
home for over a month now. I wonder if my dog will recognize me when I return. He was just a
pup when I left, a cleaner and healthier version of the mangy strays that wander this country. A
brother weighs heavy on my mind, as he was struggling with addiction when I left. I wonder if
my father was ever able to get him to rehab, or if I just haven’t yet received the letter telling me
that he is gone.
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Deep into the blackness ahead, I see movement again. I wait, thinking that it might be another
case of fatigue playing tricks, but then I see it again. I wrap my hands around the grips of the
machine gun mounted before me, and slowly move the barrel until it is pointed towards where
the movement occurred. Under the starlight, each drift of sand casts a long shadow, like a black
pond with no reflection. A few minutes take hours to pass. I begin to settle back in the turret
(false alarm, I speak softly into the silence) when my eyes lock in on the threat.

Our convoy took a dirt road, barely decipherable in the daytime, to arrive at our current
location. While setting up our security perimeter, my vehicle was positioned directly across this
road, tasked with defending against any incoming traffic that may stumble across our platoon.
This dirt road, only discernible in the night if you know that it exists, stretches out away from
me.

It is on this road that I see the movement. In and out of the shadows, something is approaching.
At its current distance, it is little more than a gray blob. It bounces as it moves, like an old jalopy
from a black and white film, but much smaller.

It cannot be a man; it is too small and moving too fast. A terrifying image of a robot with
tracked wheels for feet and explosives strapped to its frame crosses my mind, and I rack the
handle on my 240G machine gun to load a round into the chamber. The thing steadily
approaches, now traveling in a shallow rut on the side of the road, making a straight course
towards me.

The sound of my heart beating thumps in my ears, and my eyes are no longer tired. I want to
wake the guys sleeping below me, but I cannot take my eyes off the incoming threat. With one
leg, I wave my foot around in the vehicle, hoping to kick someone awake. I feel only air, and
realize that they will have to wake to the rhythmic sounds of gunfire.

Leaning into the turret, energized now with the target before me, I sight in on the creature
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bobbing my direction. My finger wraps around the trigger and rests lightly against the metal,
applying slight pressure. The creature continues to get closer. Before I squeeze the trigger and
drive back the shadows and silence with the orange flash and mechanical song of war, I come to
a realization.

The creature is not a robot. It is not a small vehicle filled with explosives.

It is a dog.

It’s just a stray dog, ribs showing through its sides, exploring the desert in search of food. I
watch it bob and weave over and around each mound of sand. This country is filled with these
mutts, each one unsettling to those of us that have pets of our own.

The dog moves quietly past my vehicle and fades into the night.

Months later, I will return home and be reunited with the life that I knew before I left. The
transition will take time. For a while, the nightmares will wake me, leaving me staring into
blackness like I once did from a gun turret, my heart pounding and my chest heaving.

The desert will never leave me. I will see the shadows from a starry night sky, those empty
spaces, being cast across the peaks of sand drifts. I will feel the cold chill of steel against my
back as I sit in the turret and the steady weight of my flak jacket and Kevlar helmet as I stare
through the sights of my machine gun. I will remember this dog on the other side of the world,
alone, just trying to survive.
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Biography

We were still stateside when First Sergeant ordered a formation. In a square of patchy grass
surrounded by worn-down concrete barracks buildings, our three platoons stood in rows. It was
the last Saturday before we were to leave the country.

When First Sergeant came out, he called our names. One by one, we sounded off. When there
were no more names left to call, First Sergeant told us he had an announcement. A homework
assignment. “You all need to write a biography,” he said. “Nothing fancy, just touch on these
bullet-points.” He waved a laminated sheet of cardstock above his head. “Keep it to half a
page.” The biography was due at Monday morning’s formation.

I was born in Medford, Oregon. I grew up in Shady Cove, Oregon. We were to write about our
hometown, wherever it was that we came from to be here now, together. First Sergeant had
told us to keep it short, so I didn’t have room to talk about the river that cuts through the
valley, the bridge in the center of town that has a wooden sidewalk running down each side.
The wood slats were installed with narrow gaps between each plank; my bike tires would
thump thump thump between them, the rushing waters looming below me.

I graduated from Eagle Point High School in 2001. We were to write about the things that we
had done in previous lives, whatever it was that we did before the military. Diplomas and
degrees earned, awards received, honors bestowed. I was twenty-eight years old, but didn’t
know what else to write for this section. I had scored very high on my SATs, but didn’t have a
degree or even a GPA to reflect my intelligence. I didn’t think that First Sergeant wanted me to
write about how, at seventeen, I chose day trips to the lake over grades. Instead of memorizing
the periodic table, I passed letters to crushes; rather than work on vectors, I worked on a jump
shot.
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I have a father. I have a mother. They are both still alive. I have four brothers and one sister. I
have a wife that I have been married to for almost three years. We were to write about our
spouses and our parents, about our siblings and our children. Anyone we loved. With only half a
page, I didn’t know how to fit in that my wife and I wanted children. That I had already begun
thinking how, once I got back from overseas, if we were to have a child I would let my contract
run out and become an everyday civilian.

None of us Marines wrote about North Carolina nights in the volleyball pits with our dog tags
swinging from our necks and bottles of Corona buried in the sand. We couldn’t write about how
the sound of burgers sizzling on a charcoal grill was drowned out by fuzzy pop songs from a
nearby radio or the hollering of Marines that had already drank too many beers. There was no
room to write about how we hadn’t yet realized that we were weeks and then days and then
hours away from another world.

Us Marines, we didn’t write about late nights in the barracks, for fifteen dollars we could order
The Monster. A delivery driver would wobble to our room, trying to balance a giant-sized pizza
that held slices so large that a single one could cover my entire face. An hour later, aluminum
beer cans piled at our feet, someone would pretend that a slice was a guitar and there would
be five of us playing air-based instruments like garbage pail drums and smashed beer-can
tambourines.

Us Marines, all of us leaving home, we didn’t write about quiet nights with our heads leaning
against sea bags, the room spinning as we allowed ourselves to imagine what waited for us
across the ocean. Our dress uniforms were packed, shipped home. All we had now were desertpatterned camouflage utility uniforms, brown boots, olive green shirts. The beer was all gone;
there would be no more pizza delivered.

First Sergeant told us that we all needed to write a biography. Then he told us that it had to be
in third person. Chris was born in Medford, Oregon. He grew up in Shady Cove, Oregon. He
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graduated from Eagle Point High School in 2001. He has a father and a mother, as well as four
brothers and one sister. He was married in 2008, and has no children.

In 2011, a week before I went to war, that was my biography. It would also, if needed, serve as
my obituary.
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The story is: the boot tag is for when you
get blown up.

It’s for that moment when your head and
your chest and your insides all become
separated, but you can still be identified
by your foot.

Except we only laced a tag through the
left boot,
never the right.
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The Ground Is Lava

Sometimes you can see where the bombs are. A stretch of clean earth marred by a manholesized patch of dark, overturned dirt means something is buried there. A flash of yellow plastic
among the blank slate of brown sand–that’s likely a water jug filled with explosives. A wire
emerging from the edge of the road, winding back through a sloppy concealment of trash and
debris towards the horizon, probably leads to a man with a trigger.

Other times, you can’t see where the bombs are, but you can guess well enough to steer clear
of certain spots. A stack of rocks on the side of the road tells locals to avoid that place: it’s a
code saying Let the U.S. military roll through here first; better yet, avoid it entirely. A street
bazaar–one that is usually buzzing with merchants selling handmade rugs and shiny marble
carvings and bootleg DVDs–suddenly feels like a ghost town: that tells you that someone is in
the hills with binoculars, waiting for the right moment to press the button on a detonator.

And then there are times when you can’t see where the bombs are, and you also miss the
indicators. The buried bomb is there long enough that the earth is swept smooth by wind. The
yellow jug is on your left, while you are scanning to the right. You look directly at the wire and,
though your eyes send the message, your brain doesn’t receive it; your mind is on your
overworked father or your sick brother or your lonely wife.

Because of these misses, vehicles are ripped apart, steel is twisted upon itself. Valuable things
are lost: equipment, limbs, lives.

Through trial and error, you learn about how men scream.

Sometimes you sit inside of your vehicle for five days straight. You stay there for eight days,
ten, twelve. You don’t leave your vehicle for two weeks. Everything you do–every thought,
every meal, every bodily function–happens right there inside of that confined space. There are
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others with you in the vehicle, so the first day or two isn’t terrible, but by the third or fourth
day you are all out of jokes, all out of stories, all out of patience. You need air.

There is a loophole. You are allowed to exit the vehicle, but only by climbing on the outside of
it. Your feet cannot touch the ground, which reminds you of that childhood game, where you
jump from couch to coffee table yelling, The ground is lava! This time it’s not a game, though.
You pull yourself to the roof without putting your feet on the sand, because the only square
feet that you are sure are not hiding a bomb are the ones where the tires of your vehicle are
already touching the ground.

The only reason you choose to go outside is to shit. You squat over a cardboard box lined with a
plastic bag and hope that a sniper does not kill you with your pants down. You clean yourself
with baby wipes. You tie a knot in the plastic bag. You do not toss it on the ground to keep the
smell outside; you bring it back inside the vehicle with you. The weight, the impact of your own
excrement against the earth, could trigger instant death.

Again: bombs.

Sometimes you sit and study your vehicle. It’s called an MRAP, which means that it’s a piece of
military-grade gear designed to be Mine-Resistant and Ambush-Protected. It looks as though it
were inspired by Transformers, like it could get up and walk. It’s steel-plated with small
windows, angular and high off the ground. These features are designed to lessen the impact of
explosives. This should comfort you.

Except that it was only a month ago–back in the States, during your pre-deployment training–
that you spent an hour watching videos on YouTube that showed these exact vehicles being
shredded in a flash of orange light and black smoke. Thousands of pounds of steel, radio
equipment, machine guns, rifles, humans, and when the smoke cleared, none of it was left.
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Sometimes, while sliding into a dining booth or standing in a grocery store or rolling around on
the floor with your son, you remember being in that MRAP. You remember how cold the steel
was at night, how exposed you felt in the turret, how the sand just went on and on and on. It
was just you, all alone with a handful of your closest friends, waiting for the next explosion. You
were on the other side of the world, in the middle of the desert. You were surrounded by
bombs.

And you’re not supposed to talk about it.
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What We Found When We Came Home

One attic’s worth of candles.
Tall candles, scented
candles, floating
candles, fat
candles.
Candles shaped like flowers and like little cottages and like geometric shapes.
Candles in boxes, sets of ten or twelve or twenty.
Individual candles in thick glass jars. None of the wicks had ever been lit.

Five babies, various ages.
Fourteen months. Ten months. Nine.
Two babies that hadn’t yet been born,
still ten weeks from due dates.
We had been gone for nearly eight months.

One dirt mound in the backyard, a camouflage collar
draped across a flat rock that served as a headstone.
A treat jar that still smells of bacon-cheese flavoring a picture frame
with paw prints pressed into the metal edges.

Three houses. An empty house. A bank-owned house. A
busted-up, broken-windowed, torn-carpeted, house.
Giving someone your power of attorney
doesn’t mean that they can adequately take
care of everything.
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Half-Buried

Our trucks stand still in the center of the desert. From my perch in the turret I can see three
trucks ahead of me, six behind. Wind stirs the sand, scratches my cheeks. We have been sitting
here for an hour already; my gun is coated in grit. I clear the top layer with a fine brush just to
watch the next gust lay down a fresh coat. If this keeps up, we might be in trouble.

Except for the nearest ones, the trucks are little more than silhouettes in the fog of sand. I hear
on the radio that we are stopped because of something in the road: a yellow jug, half-buried in
the dirt. Up ahead, through the swirling air, I just make out the shadow of our lead truck. I can’t
see the jug but I can imagine it. Picture a gas tank, the red plastic ones that ride in the beds of
pickups or sit in backyard sheds. But picture it the size of a water cooler bottle. A yellow jug
with a molded handle and a crimson cap.

These jugs are everywhere in this country. They are carried by children walking through the
streets and they ride on the backs of scooters and they are strapped to animals that pack
belongings from town to town. They are also on the sides of the road or, in our case, buried in
the road. This is when we pay the most attention to them. Just one of them, properly loaded
with explosives, can make one of our vehicles disappear.

Half-buried in the road could mean that someone was interrupted when setting the trap, or it
could mean that we were supposed to notice it. We were supposed to stop, maybe get out of
our vehicles to investigate. A few years earlier and we might have. But now we’ve seen enough
Marines come back to bases with missing legs, beige gauze soaked red and a black tourniquet
twisted around a thigh while below the knee joint is a mess of a mangled stump, to know not to
stop.

They plant smaller mines around the larger distraction—toe-poppers we call them—so that the
risk of us seeing the one bomb and avoiding it is countered. They have learned how we train
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and now use our procedures against us. They know that we will stop when we see something in
the road. Every move is a counter to the previous move.

I’m still in the turret when EOD (Explosive Ordnance Disposal) shows up. They come through
the cloudy air like apparitions, bobbing alongside our convoy, riding the mounds of sand that
have built up on each side of the road. The sweet spot, the safe place to roll tires, is where
everyone else has gone before, but: our stopped-dead wheels are filling the ruts. So EOD goes
around us. They roll towards the front of the convoy, where the jug is waiting, and from where I
stand they become a gray shape in the distance.

An hour goes by. And then another. I’m standing in the turret. My legs are numb. I have given
up on wiping the gun in front of me. If this was supposed to be an ambush, someone got cold
feet a long time ago. I can feel my lungs filling with sand. My lips crack and the blood dries
before it can form droplets. Over the radio, I hear someone say: get ready. I hear someone say
that EOD is going to let ‘er rip. The wind smacks me in the face and wraps around my cheeks,
finds its way into the inside of my helmet and fills my ears with static. I stare at sand in all
directions and wait for the boom. When it comes, it’s more of a pop and the radio tells us that
we’re going to move in twenty minutes.
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The Dust of Us

A few years ago, I broke into my grandmother’s house.

Well, it’s not really her house, not anymore. It’s where she used to live, a small farmhouse that
sits a hundred yards off the highway. Scattered pines block the traffic noise, a narrow dirt lane
stretches out to the paved road and offers the only clue that it’s not just thicker woods beyond
the trees.

I was headed to the lake, or for a hike, or to a service call - I don’t remember why I was out
there exactly, but I do remember the small FOR SALE sign that caused me to lay on the brakes
and turn down the dusty path towards the house. More than ten years had passed since the
last time I had been on the property.

When I got out of my truck, I waited for the chickens. They would come running up, dozens of
them, begging for grain just as they always had before. They would surround me, clucking and
flapping their feathered wings as they jostled for position, making noises that sounded excited
and pained at the same time.

But this time it was quiet; there were no chickens left. I was alone.

Approaching the house, I could see that the front door had a thick gray padlock on it, the kind
that held a key inside that only a realtor could access. A shiny silver loop of steel ran through
the tarnished brass door handle; the clean plastic of the box looked out of place against the
peeling paint of the farm house. I walked around the building to find a window to look through,
finding each one boarded up.

On the back side of the house I almost tripped over a four-foot square sheet of plywood halfburied in the mud. The window that the board once covered was broken, the jagged glass
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edges snapped flat and a heavy rubber mat draped over the sill so that one could easily climb
inside without cutting themselves. If this was an entrance for a house party hosted by country
kids or a discrete front door for a homeless traveler, I couldn’t tell.

The mat read WELCOME though, so I climbed in.

The house was dark, the plywood panels on the windows made it feel more like an
underground cave than anything man-made. Thin strips of light, places where the seams of the
boards came together over the windows, penetrated through the grimy glass and into the
house. The light landed upon warped flooring, floral wallpaper, and an empty bookcase that
once held my grandmother’s collection of Stephen King novels. Why the bookcase had been left
behind, or how it had survived the years, I didn’t know.

In the kitchen, where the dining table used to be, I could almost smell breakfast - plates of
crispy hash browns, eggs with runny yolks, bacon that was a little too chewy for my liking. I
found a ceramic salt shaker in the sink. It was cast in the shape of the Pillsbury doughboy.

Dust covered everything - the countertops, the floors, the top of the cast iron wood stove
where my grandmother’s antique teakettle once rested like a trophy on display. I swung
cabinets wide and slid drawers open and the dust rose into the air. Some of it clung to my
clothing or stuck to the pads of my fingers, but most of it surrounded me, swirling in the dim
light.

I read once that most of what we see as dust is made up of dead skin cells, and though I’m not
sure that I fully believe it, that’s the bit of trivia that came to mind. This layer of decade-old
dust, what my grandmother left behind, particulate pieces of a younger me: all of it floated in
the light before my eyes, in the air all around me.
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Desert Lobster

At the larger bases in Afghanistan, there are chow halls where everyone goes to eat. Some of
them are little more than a tent with a folding table set up, but even these promise something
more than an MRE. At the largest Marine Corps base, Camp Leatherneck, the chow halls are
giant cafeterias that house salad bars with vegetables and dressings, refrigerators with sodas
and Gatorades and milks. You can almost forget that you’re in a combat zone.

We line up at the door and file through the entry, signing a piece of paper with our names and
unit numbers. I can’t figure how these pages are used, with thousands of scribbles and often
times nobody watching to regulate if someone signs properly, or even signs at all. These
cafeterias are large enough that thousands are eating within their walls each day. I imagine
stacks of papers with scribbled signatures filed into boxes marked by month and year, like dusty
files that a business might keep around in case they ever get audited. The government isn’t
auditing themselves though.

Upon entry, we take trays in hand and slide them on rails in front of our food choices. For
breakfast there are home fries and scrambled eggs and toasts. There are sometimes biscuits
with white gravy that always cools to a congealed slop by the time we find tables. Now that I
think about it, I don’t recall ever having bacon at any of the larger chow halls. I should mention
that these larger ones are staffed by local Afghani citizens.

For lunch, there are fixings for sandwiches, cold pastas with creamy sauces, chopped fruit in
bowls. There are reach-in coolers stocked with soda cans that look the same as in the States
except that the names on the labels are written in Arabic. You can tell if it’s Coca-Cola or Sprite
or Strawberry Fanta by the color schemes on the cans. I stuff an extra one into my pocket each
day until I have one of each flavor. These I’ll ship home later. Souvenirs. They’ll sit unopened in
a cupboard for years.
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When dinner rolls around, there are slabs of roast beef and mashed potatoes, there are cheesy
macs and hot lasagnas and spaghettis. If it weren’t for the going out on missions and the
walking everywhere in 120-degree heat and the testosterone-driven gym sessions and the
working twenty hours and only sleeping four, if it weren’t for all of this, a person could get fat in
Afghanistan.

On special occasions, holidays and such, the big chow halls sometimes serve steak and lobster.
My geography isn’t stellar, but something always felt strange about lobster in the desert. Each
time it was served, I would stare at it and think about the miles that it had to travel to go from
salt water to sand, and I would think about the trucking standards in this country and the hands
that touched it in a country without food regulations and even though I knew that I knew very
little about what standards and regulations were or were not being enforced, I could never
bring myself to eat the lobster.

Of all the things that should have blown my mind about Afghanistan—the city that we built in
the middle of the desert, the normalcy that was walking to the chow hall while outgoing
missiles screamed into the sky on a path that would wreck the day of someone miles away, the
trucks rolling into the base every day mangled and twisted from hitting bombs in the earth—
the thing that unsettles me as much as anything else is that lobster in the desert.
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So I tell them my stories of the wild west,
and together we daydream of better
worlds.

Better places than this.
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These Monsters Are Mine

I am three years old. I dream that my dad and I are walking through a cave. Inside the cave is a
narrow path framed on either side by large bottomless pits. I reach up and grasp my dad’s
hand. We walk in darkness and silence for what seems like many hours. We stop when the path
ends: the pits on either side meet and there is only air in front of us, air below us. If we were
animated characters we might be able to step out into thin air, like Wile E. Coyote before he
realizes that gravity still operates in his world, even if on time delay. In this dream world it is
obvious that gravity works more like it does in real life than in Saturday cartoons, because as
our feet scuff against the earth there are small rocks that rattle over the edge and fall into the
blackness, never hitting the ground.

I am four years old. I can read very well for my age. Sometimes my mother’s friends come over
to the house and pull boxes from the cupboards, instructing me to read the ingredient lists off
macaroni and cheese boxes, Top Ramen packages, the labels on soup cans. I sound out
riboflavin and lecithin and monosodium glutamate.

One day a large brown box arrives in the mail. It’s from my dad. He is in a place called Oh-keenah-wah, which might as well be grandma’s house out in the woods or even the moon; all that I
know is that my dad went away and hasn’t been back for a long time. The brown box is filled
with brightly colored bags of potato chips and bottles of soda pop and a cardboard package
that has a plastic soldier taped to it. It all looks kind of like stuff I have seen, but the letters on
the labels don’t look like the letters that I know, and so I don’t know what the flavors of the
snacks are until I try them and I don’t know what to call the soldier. At the bottom of the box is
a candy bar as big as my head. It has melted while traveling, and the wrapper is all out of place.

I am six years old. My dad is still in Okinawa, or maybe he is in California now. Either way, he is
not here, so my mother begins to talk about adoption with my stepfather. These talks are not
for me to hear, but our house is small. Adoption, as far as I know, is for kids that had no
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parents. It is for kids that had parents that didn’t want them or parents that couldn’t keep
them. I have a dad, and every time that I see him we have fun together. I just don’t see him
very often because he’s in the military.

I don’t ever call my stepfather “dad”. I will never call my stepfather “dad”. I call him by his
name. I don’t want to be his son, but nobody asks me how I feel about it all.

I am seven years old. I am playing with a plastic horse at my great-aunt’s house—the kind of
house that doesn’t have many toys for little boys but has a cross hanging on the wall in each
room—when my dad walks through the front door. I drop the plastic horse and stare at him. He
lifts me into the air, turning me upside down as I near the ceiling, and tickles my ribs until I
scream for him to stop. I lead him into the dining room, where there is a door to the garage. My
great-aunt has marked the door with the height of every family member that visits. Year after
year, in ballpoint pen and in gray pencil and in colorful marker, she has stood us up against the
door and told us to stand straight. My dad puts his back against the door. He is wearing an
outfit that I have seen only in pictures: colorful ribbons pinned to his chest and golden stripes
on each shoulder. My great-aunt gets a book and balances it upon his head while she makes a
mark on the door. When my dad steps away, his mark is the highest one up.

I am eight years old. My dad loves comic books. He loves superheroes. I have a large collection
of action figures—GI Joes, Ninja Turtles, Batman and Superman—that my dad has given me.
The toys are kept at his house, and when I visit him on the weekends we lay next to each other
on the living room floor and make the figures battle each other. We are never against each
other, my dad and I. Instead, we both control heroes and villains. Our good guys team up and
defeat the bad guys. After they have won, the heroes journey into the kitchen for frozen
popsicles or they line up on a shelf in my room where I tell my dad why each one is my favorite.

I am nine years old. I dream that my dad and I are back in the cave. We are at the end of the
path. Below us, an orange glow begins to illuminate the darkness. I feel suddenly small—not
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small like I felt before, as a child compared to my dad, but small like an astronaut disconnected
from his ship while on a space walk and now floating through the cosmos. Noise fills my ears,
something like the sound of shaking out bed sheets, but larger. Below us, but not that far below
us, the great wings and gnarled skin of a dragon rise into view. My dad picks me up; I cling to
him.

I am ten years old. There is a girl on the bus who has a package of gummy worms. I ask her if I
can have some, and when she tells me no I open my mouth and bite into her shoulder. The girl
screams, and because the bus hasn’t yet left the school parking lot, I am taken off the bus and
led to an office where I am instructed to call my parents. My stepmother picks me up from
school and when we get home I am forced to swallow dish soap as punishment. A short time
after, locked in my room, I vomit. Chewed up apple and soggy sandwich bread falls to the floor,
and tiny little soap bubbles float out of my mouth. The bubbles hover for a brief moment—one,
two, three—then pop in the air.

My dad is at work. When he comes home, my stepmother’s glare lets me know to keep quiet
about the dish soap.

I am eleven years old. I want to watch cartoons on the living room television but my stepfather
is watching racing. My mother is in the bedroom. I hate cars and don’t understand the appeal of
NASCAR, so I dance in front of the television until my stepfather—a painter by trade—goes and
gets a wooden stir stick from his work truck and paddles my behind and sends me away. My
mother stays in her bedroom. Maybe she’s afraid of what he might say to her in front of me, or
maybe she’s afraid of what he might do to her later behind closed doors. That night, in my own
bedroom, I stand in front of a mirror and am shocked at the shades of blue and purple that my
pink skin had become.

The next day, I am watching cartoons and my stepfather comes into the room. He dances in
front of the television and taunts me. I charge him, meaning to tackle him into the ground, but I
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trip and fall into the coffee table. I don’t know it then—all I know is a crunch followed by
blood—but my nose is broken. While I am still on the ground, even as my eyes fill with tears,
my stepfather laughs. He says to me: That’s what you get.

I am not sure, but I think my mother was in her bedroom that time, too.

I am twelve years old. My stepfather builds model airplanes out of balsa wood and flies them
over the wheat field behind our house. He attaches a box to the top of one of the planes—a
makeshift cockpit—and flies fruit into the clouds before barrel-rolling the airplane or doing a
loop-de-loo so that the fruit falls from the box. Oranges, pears, shiny red apples—they tumble
through the air and break on the gravel roads, or disappear into the dry stalks of wheat with a
thump.

When fruit becomes boring, my stepfather takes my action figures (I had been allowed to take a
few from my dad’s house and bring them to my mom’s house) and makes them the pilots. I beg
him not to, but he sends them tumbling from the plane just as he did with the fruit. When he
finishes flying his airplanes, I would search the wheat fields and sometimes find their broken
bodies among the clumps of dirt. Other times, I never find them at all.

I am thirteen years old. Basketball practice is over and all of the other kids have gone home. It’s
getting dark. Someone was supposed to pick me up by now, but the parking lot is nearly empty
and so I call my stepfather (a different one now, stepfather #2) to pick me up. The drive from
my house to the school is only about six miles, but I wait in the dark for more than an hour.
Once my stepfather arrives, I climb in his truck and we drive home in silence. I reach out, press
a button on the radio. When music bursts suddenly from the speakers, my stepfather reaches
out and slaps me across the face. With his own face hidden in shadows he says: Don’t you ever
touch anything of mine. Though I don’t respond, he tells me: Keep your fucking hands to
yourself.
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I am fourteen years old. I dream that I am in my dad’s arms again. The dragon is below us both.
When it breathes, the cave fills with decay. My dad’s hands shift beneath me, his fingers firm in
my armpits and thumbs pressed against my shoulders. My dad extends his arms and I kick my
feet in the open air, directly above the dragon.

I am fifteen years old. My friend’s dad owns a janitorial business and one of his accounts is the
radio station. One of the deejays there gives me a plastic tote filled with discs that had fallen
out of rotation. Stepfather #2 borrows the CDs and doesn’t return them, except he never asks
to borrow them, so really he’s just stealing them. I don’t understand why my stepfather takes
my CDs, because all he listens to is Floyd and Creedence and Zeppelin, and these CDs are radioplay singles of late 90s pop and I never hear him listening to them. But one day I am doing
laundry and find a plastic case on the washing machine. It’s clear, so I can see that the disc is
missing. There is a trace of a white powder on the case, a razorblade next to it. I’ve seen this
stuff before, in a plastic bag tucked into a jacket pocket in the back of my stepfather’s closet (a
discovery that I made while he was at work). I don’t want to touch the powder or the
razorblade, so I wear dirty clothes to school the next day.

I’m sixteen years old, and my little brother is eight. He doesn’t want to eat his broccoli, so I try
to help him out by eating it for him. Stepfather #2 doesn’t like this, so he sends us both to our
own rooms. A few minutes later, I hear my stepfather yelling at my little brother, I hear a metal
rattle as my stepfather takes off his belt, I hear my stepfather slapping my little brother with
the belt over and over and over. I hear my little brother scream and scream. I don’t hear my
mother at all, even though she was eating at the table with us, before the problem with the
broccoli.

The next day I find an old metal folding chair behind the house. I break a support bar off of the
chair so that I am left with a steel tube one inch in diameter and two feet long. I tuck it
underneath my bed, tell myself that the next time my stepfather pulls out his belt or slaps me
across the face I will take out the metal tube and beat him with it.
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I’m seventeen years old. My stepmother is screaming at my dad while he is in the shower. I’m
rounding up my three brothers, telling them to put their shoes and coats on so that we can go
outside and play. From the front room, I can look through the kitchen and see into the open
bathroom doorway. When her screaming doesn’t get the reaction that she wants, my
stepmother opens the swinging glass door of the shower and begins throwing things at him:
hair brushes, shaving razor handles, small bottles of perfume. One of these bottles hits one of
the shower panels and broken glass cascades to the floor.

I watch as my dad turns off the water and silently steps out of the shower. He calmly wraps a
towel around his waist and walks out of the bathroom. I can see that one of his feet is bleeding
badly with each step, but he acts like he doesn’t notice.

I’m eighteen years old. I dream that I’m in my dad’s extended arms with my feet dangling in the
open air. The dragon is directly beneath me.

My dad’s eyes meet mine. My dad lets go.
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DRMO

There’s a saying in the Marine Corps, it goes like this: There’s only one thief in the military,
everyone else is just trying to get their shit back.

First platoon is building Forward Operating Bases for the infantry as they work their way across
the Helmand Province, and they are dropping gear every day. One of their trailers gets blown
up. It still rolls, but could really use a new wheel. The dozer throws a track, and when Schantz
tries to get it back on he bends the locking pin and now the track won’t hold like it should.

A TRAM with burst hydraulic hoses. Another TRAM with broken bolts where the forklift
attachment connects the forks to the frame. Trucks and dirt movers and trailers, all of them
need some part repaired or replaced and so first platoon sends word back to Camp
Leatherneck. Help us out. Get these parts for us.

Two Marines head to the mechanic shop of CLB-6. The mechanics have wheels and tires but no
hydraulic hoses. The Marines scrounge up some nuts and bolts, a few hand tools for the guys
out in the sand to put them on with. The locking pin and the fork bolts, they know where to get
them but it’s going to be tricky. They check out a truck from the motor pool and head across
base to the DRMO (Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office) lot. This is the vehicle graveyard
on Camp Leatherneck.

One Marine chats with the lot guard, tells him that they’re just doing a little research on how
the dozers and the TRAMs are built. He says that they just need to see a good one so that they
can fix theirs. He explains that they—whoever it is in charge of sending the gear overseas—
don’t exactly give us the manuals for these pieces of gear. The guard lets the Marines in, but
tells them they have ten minutes. That’s all the time they’ll need.
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They pull up behind a blown up dozer, the bull blade on the front bent and twisted, and they
get out of the truck and head for the tracks. They find where the locking pin is, and remove it
with a set of tools that they borrowed from CLB-6’s mechanic shop. One of the Marines takes
the pin and the pin goes into the space between his flak jacket and his chest. He feels the
weight of it as he moves two vehicles down, to a TRAM with no attachment on the front. There
are two hydraulic hoses dangling across the boom of the vehicle and so he quickly removes
them by popping the quick disconnects. He runs back to the truck, and the other Marine
already has the engine running. They roll out of the DRMO lot and head back towards the
motor pool.

They send the wheels and tires, the nuts and bolts and hand tools, the locking pin and the
hydraulic hoses. They send all of these parts on the next helicopter out, and within a day or two
first platoon has the parts they need. The two Marines, they didn’t order the parts or source
them through official channels because by the time that the parts would have arrived the war
would be over. So they snuck into a lot designated for gear that is being rid of and ripped the
parts they needed from their cold steel shells. Just trying to get their shit back.
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The Desert Is: the sun rising with sand strawberry pinks and mandarin oranges and citrus
yellows. It’s blended watercolor over flat horizon, spring wildflowers floating in the sky, a
melted box of crayons on the dashboard of a car. As the previous night gives way to morning,
the desert is What Dreams May Come, a Grateful Dead concert, sherbet on a summer day spent
with a sweetheart. Early in the morning, the desert is a Monet, a Leonid Afremov oil painting,
sunlight spilling over golden fields of wheat.

By noon, the desert becomes white light, sun shining through windshield, grit and grain of sand
shimmering through flowing waves of heat. It’s big air, a hungry heat that sweats you to your
bones and sucks you dry. Relentless. The blinding sun climbs to the center of the sky and the
desert is a straitjacket, a too-heavy comforter, the center seat on an overseas flight. It’s cherry
tomatoes on a hot skillet, a steady sizzle bursting at the seams.

Evening comes and the desert is purple blush, mascara and formalwear, burgundy wine against
a crystal glass. It’s a bruise on the second day, a broken ballpoint pen. It’s the round shell of a
scarab beetle. With the sun dropping in the sky, the desert is pooling molasses, stained fingers
and mixed berries, cobbler dripping from a spoon. It’s shadows from tree branches, the corners
of the closet after the house has gone quiet.

At night, the desert is black.
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The storm on the horizon
hasn’t yet arrived but I can smell
the wet coming. I can
see it riding its black
horse across the desert
and into our lives.

A black bough, and
the rains are moving quick.
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Four Letters

She tells me that I came back different, then her mouth and her teeth and her tongue make the
sounds that I already know are coming next. P-T-S-D. Maybe I should talk to someone.

And I want to tell her: Rencher came back different. Two months after we were home, at his
house—remember the one that had that fire pit between the main building and the guest place?
—well some guy Rencher knows pulls out a firecracker, the mortar style that go aerial. At first, I
thought the guy was double fisting but then I saw the metal shine from the beer can in his one
hand was different than the flashes of light bouncing off the object in his other hand. It was the
plastic saran crap that the tube was wrapped in.
Anyway, we’re all cracking beers and talking shit and this guy lights that mortar and drops it on
the ground. When the bastard gets to squealing and screaming, flashes of light blast from the
top, they light up the night sky pink like a red star cluster. We all get quiet and watch until the
lights go out and our eyes can see the stars flickering again. For a second, it looks just like a
signal flare over the desert except that it doesn’t float—it spreads and burns out, just fades
away.
But Rencher’s off in the corner of the yard, all by himself, and I can see a beer can on the ground
halfway between him and me. He must have dropped it when he made the movement from the
fire pit to that shadowed patch of lawn. He’s up against a pile of chopped madrone, shaking and
breathing like he doesn’t know where he is.
That’s coming back different.

I don’t say that though. I ask her, “How? How am I different?”

“Short temper,” she tells me. “Pissed off all the time.” She says that I’m hyper vigilant. I can tell
that she’s been reading the garbage that the Family Readiness Officer hands out, all of those
pamphlets filled with buzzwords—How to Ease Your Service Member Back into the Real World,
shit like that.
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She asks me what happened to the fun me, the silly me. The me that shares my feelings. The
me that asks about her day and doesn’t glaze over when she starts talking, but I’m still stuck on
that word. Feelings.

And I want to tell her: My feelings work just fine, but Burns—yeah, the same Burns that you’ve
met a dozen times—he might like to hear this lecture. He comes home to an empty house every
single night with a six pack and drinks each one until he falls asleep in his chair, or maybe on his
couch. He tries to forget the fact that his house shouldn’t be empty right now except that his
fiancée up and left when he came home, this after a year of shared bank accounts and steady
income while he felt the grit of sand between his teeth and wore the same sweat-stained
drawers for a fifth and then a sixth day straight. Our convoy was supposed to last a week but
here we were on day 17 sitting in the middle of abso-fucking-lutely nowhere and we can’t move
the convoy because there’s red air—if we get blown up we can’t bring in a MEDIVAC because of
this shit sand everywhere in this shit country.
What kind of ‘feelings’ do you think he might want to share about a woman that pops smoke
once the hazard pay dries up, and now he’s got nobody to drink a beer with so he just kills them
all himself?

I can’t say any of that though. It doesn’t change anything between us, and even I know that
focusing on them is an avoidance mechanism to not have to focus on me. I’ve talked to head
doctors before, this stuff’s not complicated.

She’s staring at me, not talking anymore. I wasn’t paying attention. She shakes her head, moves
down the hall and closes the bedroom door behind her. I’m sleeping on the couch I guess.

When I wake up, I’m in the middle of the desert but I can hear them calling for me. Rencher,
Burns, all the others. I can’t make out any landmarks but then I see a soft light and I’m in a
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building and my rifle is missing—ohmygodwhereismyrifle?—and a woman is crying so I scan the
room and see her in a chair and I haven’t seen furniture like this in this country and my wife is
sitting in the chair and she’s the one crying and I can’t hear the others anymore and I’m in my
underwear in the living room with my fists clenched.

Where are you? she says. And while she doesn’t say them, I hear her mouth and her teeth and
her tongue make the sound of those four letters again. P-T-S-D. Through tears she says, Come
back. Please.

I guess I came back in 2012, but it took a few years for me to feel back. It took time to shake the
feeling that I’m an outsider in my own home or that it’s okay to go under an overpass—instead
of around it—because there aren’t bombs planted in the places that I can’t see.

It’s been four years now, four years since I came back from the desert but I came back slowly, in
pieces. I was numb for a few years but then I became a dad and my world filled with color
again. I could feel the air enter my lungs and I could taste a Reese’s Blizzard from Dairy Queen
and I could smell the fresh-cut grass and I could hear that river that I grew up on, calling me
home.

I’m okay now, I really am. But sometimes at night I catch little movements in my peripheral
vision and when I turn my head there is never anything there but shadows or a little end table
or a plastic toy that my son left out. It’s these times that I wonder if there’s still pieces of me
trying to make it back, pieces that are roaming the desert as I once did. If I close my eyes I can
still remember the convoys and the helicopters, our guns and their faces.
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Lookout

When he arrived at the compound’s southernmost lookout, the Marine dropped his pack
against a plywood wall and lit a cigarette. He inhaled once, twice, then blew smoke from
between chapped lips. The smoke swirled in front of his face, lingered in the black night, then
drifted upward and out through a mesh netting stretched overhead. After the cigarette was
finished, he got into position behind his gun and scanned the horizon. All quiet.

To pass time, the Marine got out a cleaning kit and disassembled a portion of the gun. He took
a small brush and cleared the rails of sand, removed the gunk that had accumulated behind the
trigger and over the feed tray. It wasn’t a full cleaning. He could only take the gun apart enough
that it could still be put back together quickly. In case he needed to use it. When the cleaning
was done, he tilted his helmet back on his head and looked up at the stars in the sky. Minutes
passed. The night was clear, it seemed to always be clear in this region of the desert, and the
stars were many.

The Marine, thinking about lighting another cigarette, pulled his eyes from the sky and looked
back towards the rolling dunes of sand laid out before him. He saw two men standing side by
side. They faced the direction of the lookout. They were five hundred yards away. The Marine
felt his blood pulsing through his veins, forgot all desires for another smoke. He fixed his eyes
on the men, and they fixed theirs on him.

The men appeared to be in conversation with one another. They both wore long robes. Under
starlight, the Marine could tell that the robes were light in color and covered with a darkcolored vest but he couldn’t make out the exact hues. What the men could be discussing, the
Marine could hardly guess. This lookout post was away from the roads, away from any access
into the base. It was facing vast stretches of nothing, which made it a desirable assignment as
far as being on lookout duty was concerned. Because of this, and because of the platoon being
stretched thin after a series of encounters, it was also the only post that was manned solo.
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Watching the two men, the Marine thought that it wouldn’t be so bad to have one of the
others with him right now.

One of the men was pointing towards the lookout. The other man turned his head towards
where the Marine stood, then turned back to his partner. The two men nodded to each other –
at least it looked like they nodded, it was hard to tell from five hundred yards away. The
Marine, while watching this exchange, had slid behind his gun. He placed the stock of the gun
against his shoulder, rested his hand against the grip. He settled in against the gun. Small beads
of sweat pricked the skin of his forehead and his upper lip. He squeezed his eyes shut, tight
enough that he saw bursts of color against the back of his eyelids, and tried to slow his
breathing. He counted to ten.

When the Marine opened his eyes and looked out at the two men, he saw that they were facing
him. They were walking towards him. The Marine curled his index finger around the trigger of
the gun and forced a long breath from his lungs. He sighted in on one of the men, watched
them both as they advanced.

The Marine waited for them to get closer, waited for what came next.
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red air—sing to me
the song of desert places,
where birds cannot land
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Beard, Jo Anne. The Boys of My Youth. Back Bay Books, 1998.
Jo Anne Beard’s The Boys of My Youth is a collection of essays that detail exactly what
the title indicates: the boys of her youth. There are twelve essays included in this book,
and each of them tell some part of Beard’s life as it moves from childhood into, and
through, adulthood. Beard is able to take these independent stories and, simply by
placing them next to each other, make them operate in conjunction with one another,
each one stronger because of those surrounding it. While Beard is exploring common
themes—death, separation, betrayal—she does so in a conversational voice that reads
like a friend sitting across the table from her reader.
This voice, this friendliness, is something that I hope comes through in my writing. I have
tried to write stories that can often be dark and depressing, but do so while still reading
as accessible. I want my prose to read as though I’m verbally telling the reader a story,
direct and short. I believe that I have achieved this in a number of my pieces. I’m also
taken by Beard’s ability to stack her stories so that each of them build upon the ones
that came before, despite every piece standing on its own as an independent tale. My
pieces are almost exclusively short vignettes that are not chronological, and so having
each of them play off the ones that came before is important for me to develop a
communication with my reader. I need my pieces to work on a tonal, emotional level—
something that Beard does quite well in The Boys of My Youth.
Blanchfield, Brian. Proxies. Nightboat Books, 2016.
Brian Blanchfield’s Proxies an incredibly interesting book. He writes a number of micro
essays, covering topics such as owls and withdrawal and tumbleweed and dossiers, but
he writes the essays without prior research. The entire point of the book is that
Blanchfield writes from memory, from his knowledge alone, and admits this up front. He
then, at the end of the book, includes a section for corrections in which he
acknowledges any incorrect facts or arguments that he made earlier in the book, but he
never goes back and changes the original essays. They stand as written, without the
need for research and a fine-toothed comb to make each one irrefutable.
What I liked about this approach is the realization that memory is different for
everyone. I’m writing stories of my experiences overseas and with family, stories that in
many cases took place many years ago, and for a long time I struggled with incomplete
memories. I didn’t want to write stories that were untrue, and so if I couldn’t remember
every detail perfectly I would freeze up and not write the story. Once I read Proxies, I
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was able to approach each story, each moment, each memory with the understanding
that it was okay to write what I remember, and leave the rest out. Some of my pieces
dance around greater truths and end without a great climax, simply because I don’t
remember what that next moment after the buildup consisted of. In those stories, the
buildup is the part that I remember. The buildup is the climax.
Brennan, Karen. Monsters. Four Way Books, 2016.
In Monsters, Karen Brennan has compiled a collection of writings that each deal in some
way with loss. It’s a dark book, a book that is often sad and filled with sorrow for her
reader, but it’s a beautiful book in that it deals with this loss in a lyrical way. None of the
pieces in Monsters are structured as a poem, with line breaks or creative formatting, but
nearly all of the pieces read as prose poetry. Brennan utilizes mood and setting
relentlessly to create a dark world for her narrator to live in, a haunted world that offers
little in the way of hope.
What I most like about Monsters is that it doesn’t apologize for what it is. It’s a sad
book, and it owns that completely. As I wrote my thesis, it became very important to me
to also have a number of pieces that end on down notes. The topics and events that I’m
writing about are indeed sad in many cases, and nearly always difficult things to
reconcile. Brennan’s writing shows me that an author doesn’t need to end on an uptick
in order to still have a noticeable impact upon a reader. She writes a depressing book,
but also a beautiful book. I believe that, as I continue to write about my memories of
war and my encounters with addiction, my work might get even darker. If so, Monsters
would serve as a nice example of what this might look like.
Davis, Lydia. can’t and won’t (stories). Picador, 2014.
I wasn’t aware of Lydia Davis’ reputation within the literary world when I first read can’t
and won’t. Reading this collection of stories was an eye-opener for me because so much
of what Davis does works on a micro level. She truly operates word by word, rather than
sentence by sentence, and it results in prose that sometimes seems simple but in reality
contains power in every single word chosen. In can’t and won’t, this becomes obvious
when reading complete pieces that are only a paragraph long, or sometimes even a
sentence or two long. These stories are largely nothing more than observations of life as
Davis moves through the world, yet they read as sage advice from a respected elder.
Davis is not the kind of writer that a reader should breeze through, lightly reading her
work. Each of her stories demand that the reader sits and simmer with it in order to
grasp it fully.
While I don’t write pieces quite as short as Davis does, much of my work is only a few
pages long. Reading Davis has taught me that I need to be aware of each sentence—
even each word—as I write these short pieces, because the stakes truly are higher when
doing so. There is not time to drive a setting into the reader’s mind, and there is not
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time to be blatant about how the reader should feel about any particular character. Like
Davis, much of my writing deals with observation—the way I interpret those around me,
the way that I make sense of how I feel towards events that I’ve participated in. What
Davis has demonstrated is something that any writer could benefit from, which is that
anything can be an interesting story as long as the language is employed masterfully.
Flynn, Nick. The Ticking is The Bomb. W. W. Norton & Company, 2011.
Nick Flynn, in his memoir The Ticking is The Bomb, weaves a couple different narratives
through a heartbreaking memoir. He discusses his apprehensions and fears around
having a small daughter, he tells the story of his relationship with his daughter’s mother,
and he details his feelings about and interactions with his homeless father. Flynn, who is
also a poet, writes with brutal honesty. He also writes himself as a flawed character,
revealing to the reader some of the uglier thoughts he has about his father as well as
some of the emotional discord that he feels as a father himself.
Flynn’s ability to use the relationships around him as a mirror to reflect upon himself is
something that I aspire to incorporate into my writing. Many writers do so in some
pursuit of a higher truth, but Flynn’s willingness to admit ignorance or foolishness gives
his work an extra dose of sympathetic appeal. He uses metaphor and imagery
exceptionally well, but also refuses to get caught up in the fluffier poetic techniques as
he sticks to the story that he wants to tell. Ultimately, Flynn might not have all of the
answers but he wants his reader to know that he won’t stop trying to learn them. I think
that’s similar to where I often land in regards to my military experiences and my
interactions with my family’s addictions.
Galvin, James. The Meadow. Henry Holt and Company, 1992.
James Galvin, in The Meadow, creates one of the most beautiful accounts of a landscape
that I’ve ever encountered. The characters in his novel come and go, as he details the
history of a meadow over many decades and many property owners, but through these
years the land remains. Galvin’s account is one that speaks to the resiliency of the
natural world while also causing his reader to feel a strange blend of melancholy and
hope.
My thesis also spends a great deal of time in a land that is harsh towards its inhabitants.
I write about the desert and my experiences in it, and even though this landscape is
quite different than Galvin’s meadow setting, there are some ideas that overlap.
Galvin’s meadow remains through a number of property owners and individuals that
attempt to control and utilize the land as a means of survival, while my desert remains
through a number of wars and individuals that attempt to utilize it as a means to
military victory. Life on the farmlands of the American West is rough, as is life on the
open sands of southern Afghanistan. Galvin demonstrates how to writes gently about
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harsh lands, and I believe that I have been able to demonstrate some of that
juxtaposition in my thesis as it pertains to living in Afghanistan.
Hempel, Amy. Tumble Home. Scribner, 1997.
This collection of Hempel’s includes a number of short stories as well as the novella that
gives the book its name. What Amy Hempel does in all of her writing, but especially in
Tumble Home, is write with complete control of language. She often writes in a
minimalistic style, as some of her stories are one or two pages long, but no matter the
length of the story Hempel always writes in such a way that it becomes quite obvious
that each word was chosen with intent. Tumble Home includes a number of tales that
are not interconnected; they each stand on their own as individual stories. However,
every story in the book is focused on ideas of home. Hempel’s characters have ideas of
home, interpretations of home, and as they pursue these fascinations they often find
themselves delving into obsession.
In my writing, I hope to reign in some of Hempel’s ability to focus on the minute detail
and obsess over something. I enjoy writing that zeros in on a topic and squeezes every
drop of content out of it, while doing so in a delicate way. Hempel doesn’t hit her reader
over the head with her messages and meanings, but she absolutely delivers her stories
in such a way that they linger in the minds of her reader long after the book has been
closed. This is often due to her penchant for a single line that, in the same vein as that of
a pop song, is easily remembered and conjured in the mind much later. As I have written
my thesis, I have often returned to lines and either repeated them or altered them so
that they might become more memorable or more impactful.
Herr, Michael. Dispatches. Vintage International, 1991.
Michael Herr, in Dispatches, has written a book of short stories that sums up the
Vietnam experience in an incredible way. He writes without reservation, giving the
reader details and imagery of dead bodies and body bags and bullets flying, but he does
so in a lyrical way. Herr manages to make the ugly beautiful through his choice of
language, and transports his reader right into the jungle with the troops through
authentic dialogue. Herr was a war correspondent during Vietnam, and this personal
experience shows in each story that he writes.
While I didn’t write my overseas stories at the time they occurred (as I imagine Herr did,
at least in note form) I do hope that my authentic experience shows in my stories. I
believe that enough of them demonstrate some unique detail that might surprise my
reader, and often it’s the unexpected tidbit that makes a story feel that much more real.
Herr goes far deeper into each of his stories than I do in mine, as his book consists of
much longer traditional narrative pieces, but it’s important for me to remember that my
ultimate job is to tell my stories as real as I can. In this task, that of telling complete
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stories with unabashed honesty, Herr can serve as a successful example for me to gauge
my writing against.
Johnson, Denis. Jesus’ Son. Harper Collins, 1992.
Jesus’ Son is perhaps the most well-loved collections of stories written in the last quarter
century. Denis Johnson spins a cloudy tale of addiction and anarchy as his narrator
attempts to survive through a dysfunctional life, but along the way Johnson manages to
write beautifully about even the most dismal of events. The book cover claims that it is a
book of stories, but it does often read as a novel because each story takes place with the
same set of characters and within the same world. This blurring of the lines helps to
create the disoriented feeling that Johnson’s narrator moves through time with, and
even the ending is ambiguous enough to give some kernel of (false?) hope while also
leaving the future completely open-ended.
What I took from this book is the way that Johnson uses metaphor and language to
influence the overall feel of a scene. There is a certain sense of despair to many of the
stories in Jesus’ Son, and Johnson doesn’t shy away from grimy topics and questionable
actions. The narrator doesn’t claim to be a good guy—in fact, he knows that he’s kind of
a shit person—but Johnson is able to still elicit a good deal of sympathy for his narrator
even in the face of some horrific decisions made by his narrator. While my writing
doesn’t read in the same vein as Johnson’s, I do hope to have a narrator that is aware of
his flaws and limitations. Much of my thesis is overseas experience, but I try to never
impart a sense of political morality or intended message. Like Johnson in Jesus’ Son, I’m
just telling my reader what happened and letting them decide where they stand on
what each experience means.
Klay, Phil. Redeployment. Penguin Books, 2014.
One of the most recently published books that I read, Phil Klay’s Redeployment details
the experiences of a Marine in Iraq. Written in straight narrative, Klay does a good job of
exploring the emotional and psychological impact that deployment has on combat
veterans. Redeployment is composed of twelve stories that each serve a distinct
purpose in detailing how deployment affects veterans and how the experiences are
both unique and universal among military personnel.
What I took from Redeployment was the honesty in which Klay writes. He doesn’t shy
away from difficult moments and he uses common military language and jargon to
create an authentic setting and believable characters. Redeployment reads much like a
modern day version of Tim O’Brien’s The Things They Carried, and when it comes to
military literature there might not be a larger compliment than to have your book
compared to O’Brien’s. As I continue to write, I hope to create pieces with the same
clarity and openness that Klay demonstrates in Redeployment.
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Moore, Lorrie. Bark. Vintage Books, 2014.
This collection of short stories is one of Moore’s most recent works. In it, she tells
stories that might not seem like they have much going on in them, but it’s the way in
which she writes them rather than the specific events that makes her writing so
impactful. Moore is able to take mundane moments and give them a level of gravitas
due to how her characters interact with one another and how they react to specific
moments. None of the relationships in her stories are simple. Every one of them have
qualities that cause the reader to feel mixed about how they should feel towards the
characters involved.
This sense of mixed feeling is something that I’d like to accentuate more into my work.
While writing about my military experiences I consciously resisted writing stories that
portrayed my narrator (me) as any sort of “good guy”. While writing about my familial
interactions and relationships, I consciously included reactions or things said by me that
would make my character seem a little colder or harder than expected. The truth is:
none of us are wholly good or bad. We are all here doing our best, and oftentimes we
fall on our faces. My hope is that my writing might eventually do what Moore’s writing
already does: make us, as readers, feel conflicted about liking any particular character.
O’Brien, Tim. The Things They Carried. Houghton Mifflin, 1990.
Perhaps the most well-known literary military fiction novel there is, O’Brien’s The Things
They Carried fits right in the wheelhouse of what I’m writing. O’Brien offers stories of
men in Vietnam, but they are stories that almost always read as lyrical prose if not
outright poetry. O’Brien manages to make one of the most violent and mentallydamaging experiences possible sound beautiful on the page, while still retaining the raw
and shocking experiences that this war had to offer. While O’Brien has masterfully
crafted The Things They Carried, one of the most shocking revelations is that the
narrator manages to (definitively) kill zero people. Yet, the traumas and challenges
involved are still clear. There is no question that the Vietnam experience was a
traumatic one.
Applying these ideas to my thesis, it is my hope that my stories are able to get across to
the reader the very real traumas involved in wartime experiences, even if the narrator
never kills another man. My stories are often about what could happen, or what we
were trained and prepared to experience happening, while never having those
moments come to life. In that pursuit, O’Brien’s work is a solid example of how to
successfully pull this off.
Ondaatje, Michael. The Collected Works of Billy the Kid. W. W. Norton & Company, 1970.
In The Collected Works of Billy the Kid, Michael Ondaatje takes tales of the legendary
outlaw Billy the Kid and uses them to create an even deeper history. This book gives its
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reader the impression of a deeper, more poetic outlaw as Ondaatje creates a true
hybrid work that incorporates narrative, poems, photographs, and more to give the
reader the impression of a found collection of documents—despite the fact that
Ondaatje has made up the pieces within the covers of this book.
This book, perhaps more than any other that I read during this MFA program, is
responsible for how I’ve chosen to structure my thesis. Ondaatje could have chosen to
write a straightforward historical fiction novel, but instead drew upon his poetic
leanings and created a work that is quite different than any other that I’ve read. The
tales of the Old West have been done a thousand times over, but the way that Ondaatje
decided to tell his version of Billy the Kid’s life makes his book stand out as unique. In
much the same way, I’m telling stories that have been put out there by others many
times over. Military, family addiction, the search for meaning. What I’ve chosen to do, in
an attempt to make my work stand out as unique, is create a nonlinear work that
bounces around through moments and memories much in the same way that Ondaatje
chose to present The Collected Works of Billy the Kid.
Scanlon, Suzanne. Her 37th Year. Noemi Press, 2015.
In Her 37th Year, Suzanne Scanlon tells the story of a woman that is experiencing middle
age and everything that comes with a life lived long enough to begin to question the
choices that have been made along the way. Scanlon’s narrator tells us of her
complicated marriage, of a man with whom she fantasizes having an affair with, of
work, of growing older, of love and of loss. What makes this book so notable, however,
is the way in which Scanlon writes. The structure of Her 37th Year is that of a dictionary.
There are no paragraphs, there are numerous “definitions”. The book moves through
the alphabet letter by letter, using bolded words with lyrical and poetic definitions
attached to give us the story of the narrator’s life.
I believe that I can apply some of what this book does to my work. While my thesis
doesn’t currently represent this idea strongly, I can imagine military-themed pieces that
utilize definitions of gear and weaponry to operate on multiple levels. Also, Scanlon
doesn’t spend a ton of time on each definition: she moves through the entries quickly,
keeping her reader moving forward in the story. This would be a handy way to
incorporate some dense military acronyms into my work without needing to bore my
reader with traditional definitions.
Thomas, Abigail. A Three Dog Life. Mariner Books, 2007.
&
Thomas, Abigail. What Comes Next and How to Like It. Scribner, 2015.
I’ve chosen to discuss two Abigail Thomas works within a single entry, because both of
them operate on similar premises. In A Three Dog Life, Thomas writes a memoir that
details her husband’s being hit by a car and suffering permanent mental and physical
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damage. Thomas, already a woman who has lived many decades, writes not only about
her husband’s struggles to recover, but also her struggles to find meaning and purpose
in this freak accident that has turned her life upside down. In What Comes Next and
How to Like It, Thomas writes another memoir that serves almost as a sequel to A Three
Dog Life. In this book, her husband has passed after never recovering from the accident
and now, more than ever before, Thomas finds herself trying to make sense of life and
how it can be so cruel.
Much of my work is focused on trying to make sense of situations that my life has
revolved around. While my struggles are quite different than those of Abigail Thomas,
reading her work reminds me that complicated thoughts can be communicated in
writing through simple language. Many of Thomas’ pieces in her books are short: a page
or two, a paragraph. I also write on the shorter side, and I do so intentionally. My aim is
to get right into a moment or a setting or an idea, communicate it to my reader, and
then move to the next idea. In this way, my writing has been strongly influenced by the
work that Abigail Thomas has done within the pages of A Three Dog Life and What
Comes Next and How to Like It.
Turner, Brian. My Life as a Foreign Country. W. W. Norton & Company, 2014.
Brian Turner has written the memoir that I most aspire to write toward. He tells his
stories of Iraq, of being a soldier in modern combat, of going home to a family that
doesn’t quite see things the way that he does—but he writes these narratives with the
attention of a poet. Turner is a writer before he goes overseas, and is able to experience
his deployments as a writer in the moment rather than as a writer looking back.
Throughout the book, he utilizes metaphor and narrative balance to keep his reader
moving forward, and is able to conclude his book while still leaving the future in an
uncertain place.
This uncertainty is what I hope my work can demonstrate. Much of working through
traumas, be it military or familial, are never truly concluded. They are always there,
requiring constant reflection and new understanding by the individual involved. Yet, I
cannot write a book that is devoid of conclusion. A reader needs to land somewhere,
and so as I move forward with my thesis it will benefit me to look at how Turner was
able to balance the end of his memoir with a life that is still experiencing, still making
sense, still working out the details of the complicated situation that is a combat
deployment.
Williams, Terry Tempest. When Women Were Birds. Picador, 2012.
In When Women Were Birds, Terry Tempest Williams explores the life that her mother
left behind after passing away. Williams goes through her mother’s journals and finds
them all to be blank, which leads to a book filled with questions around purpose and
meaning and intent. As the book progresses, there are many moments that cannot find
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a meaning in events that have occurred, and Williams is left scrambling and grasping for
some form of sense to make of not only her mother’s death, but also the roles and
behaviors that she—a questioning member of the LDS church—herself has chosen to
take on and participate in.
My work, like When Women Were Birds, does a good deal of questioning. It doesn’t seek
to necessarily solve the mystery of what war means or what addiction means or what
loss means, but it does try to ask the question. While reading Williams’ work, I was
impressed with how she navigated these kinds of questions without becoming
philosophical. Hard-to-grasp ideas can easily lose a reader, but Williams grounds her
reader in physical action and event, a technique that I believe is present in my writing as
well. My stories are quite understandable and easily accessible to non-military readers,
which is something that I’ve been able to tweak for the better after reading When
Women Were Birds.
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Reflections on the Murder at the Speakeasy Capstone
A Collaborative Essay by the Cohort of 2017

In improv––and in collaboration––”yes and…” is both a response and an attitude
that fosters innovation and creativity. Likewise, asking “what does this [project] need”
allows an individual to contribute organically to a collective creation so that it becomes a
living thing: a call-and-response, a conversation, even swarm behavior. Various disciplines
approach swarm behavior differently, but, abstractly, it can be defined as the collective
motion of self-propelled entities, hovering, aggregating, or migrating in the same direction.
This is to say that a flock of birds is a vivid display of autonomous flight en masse, just as
our Capstone was a display of autonomous creation en masse.
We began our Summer 2017 Caldera experience with TC Tolbert‘s workshop on
Compositional Improvisation, a practice framed by four tenets from Angeles Arrien’s The
Four Fold Way. The tenets are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Show up and choose to be present
Pay attention to what has heart and meaning
Tell the truth without blame or judgment
Be open to outcome, not attached to the results

We practiced and applied Arrien’s tenets in body, mind, and creative process in the
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collaboration of our Capstone Performance, and we chose to carry our collaboration into
the presentation of this final reflection essay. Our Capstone took the form of a performance
piece wherein each member of the cohort wrote and performed one piece of a murder
mystery, set in a prohibition era speakeasy where a murder had taken place. We
encouraged the audience to participate and interact with the players and finally guess the
identity of our murderer.
The drinks were generous and the salted chocolate chip cookies hot the night we
conceived the idea at The Suttle Lodge. On that night of brainstorming, the word “no” did
not exist. Jazz floated from the record player as we tossed around ideas about the
characters we would portray--each building off the other--until ultimately we decided to
make our characters loosely resemble our humorous alter egos or personal interests, with
a Prohibition-era spin. TC’s improvisational cue, “Yes, and…,” was the refrain of our group.
The process began by asking how we could truly collaborate while involving the
public. The idea for a murder mystery sprung up as a premise that would easily allow us
contributors to create our own roles and invite our audience to play along. We left Suttle
Lodge with a very pulp-ish idea, knowing that what we were doing was something different
and packed with uncertainty, but bolstered by the fact each of us were working as a single
entity. Over the months, as things gradually came together, we began to conceptualize how
our characters would act in conjunction with one another. It was also clear to us that, when
it came to the actual performance, an element of improvisation would be necessary.
As a result of this approach, a pulse thrummed through our ideas: one comprised of
the qualities crucial to a triumphant project, one that took the phrase “team player” to a
wonderfully elevated level. We each brought our own voice and gifts to the project,
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contributing a necessary connective tissue to our collaborative body of work, but then
there was an unexpected and lovely gift—the “me” in us become “we” in a way that can
only be described as serendipitous. As our project edged towards completion, our
appreciation and gratitude for one another grew. We felt a palpable assuredness—we had
one another’s back. The experience became more relational than expected, and the fluid
sense of camaraderie we experienced became the stuff that holds memory and place.
In Fall 2016, Visiting Writer Aisha Sabatini Sloan led a class that required students
to communicate with respect and practice perspective, skills that became essential for our
Capstone. Since we are spread across Oregon (and as far as Wisconsin), we have to
navigate long-distance communication, busy schedules, and different time zones to
collaborate effectively. With our project premise set, we created a document that served as
our collective mind for long-distance collaboration: here we pitched ideas for the murder
mystery plot, voted on these ideas, and shared our character monologues. We established
and met deadlines. We held two video meetings: one to launch the process and another to
rehearse our performance. In other words, we engaged with one another honestly and
respectfully, worked on our project holistically and specifically, and found ourselves in the
aforementioned autonomous creation en masse, aka. chevron flight.
From the beginning, the MFA Program at OSU-Cascades has encouraged us to push
our “safe edges”, to challenge ourselves to maintain a willingness to fail. During our
performance, each of us fell into our characters with complete abandon, and (though actors
we are not) we acted with the belief and knowledge that should things go wrong, should we
begin to fail, we would do so as a cohort. When the murder mystery reached an applausefilled conclusion, we looked around at each other and understood, perhaps for the first
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time, that we had pulled off true collaboration. We are writers, which can often be a lonely
pursuit, but we have become family. We have maintained a love for one another throughout
the process of our collaborative Capstone as well as throughout our time as graduate
students at OSU-Cascades. The Capstone Event was an opportunity for us to demonstrate to
the public the magic that we have cultivated with one another over the last two years.
By adopting the principles of improvisation, we ingrained play into the
performance. The night before the Capstone, we discussed blocking, or a lack of it, in order
to highlight the words we’d written, but we reached a consensus that the performance
would only feel natural if we let our characters interact on stage as we saw fit in the
moment. Play became an integral part of the manner in which the audience interacted with
the words, making it also a collaboration between the audience and ourselves. Of course,
collaboration between audience and performers is only possible if collaboration amongst
the performers is present.
In Beth Alvarado’s Hybrid Forms course this spring we read an artist statement
from former core faculty Arielle Greenberg and her co-writer Rachel Zucker for their book
Home/Birth. They decided early in their collaboration not to identify who was speaking in
the book to challenge the notions of authorship and authority. We each had a role in the
Capstone’s production in addition to the parts we played in front of an audience, and some
of us were tasked with keeping an eye out for continuity––especially in the intertwining
stories we would tell about the murder. Because of our commitment to the project’s vision
and to each other, there was almost no need to edit for continuity. Like Arielle and Rachel,
we feel that this project “grew organically, from the center outward” and that in terms of
the planning and idea generation: “sometimes even we can’t remember who wrote what.”
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Embracing the lessons of our former mentors and the compositional improvisation
of TC’s teaching allowed us to experience true collaboration for our Capstone project. That
is to say we worked together to create something in the moment. We enjoyed ourselves
and each other as artists, weaving a story-scene that had the audience gasping and laughing
in all the right places. We all found roles and methods of contributing that utilized our skills
while challenging us to both go deeper into possibility and also let go of the results.
Together, we put into practice the idea of being present and leading with the heart. As a
cohort and a group of writers, we took an opportunity for collaborative artmaking and
surpassed our own goals and expectations.
The murder mystery framework allowed our Capstone Project to connect to the
greater Bend community while, at the same time, representing Oregon State University
Cascades in a positive light. Nearly eighty people attended the event and interacted directly
with us MFA students. The smiles and conversations had during the Capstone Event helped
build trust and bridges between OSU-Cascades and the community. Additionally, the event
strengthened our program’s relationship with the Deschutes Public Library. We’re
especially grateful to the Student Fee Committee that provided $250 in funding to cover
food and beverages for the event, as well as the Deschutes Public Library for the space and
opportunity; and to the community of Bend for joyfully participating in our Murder
Mystery at the Speakeasy performance.

